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INTHODUCTION 
In presenting this thesis the writer is awqre of 
three tendencies to stR.tistical error. First, in th~.t 
we A,re compAring the I. Q. of the pupil, a relative 
mea~ure, with the· r~.nking of the teacher which is 
supposedly absolute, the correlation would· tend to be 
lower than if the mental age ~.ni teachers' marks vvere 
used. For instance the pupil of low mental age as rep-
resented by the score of the Otis test might, because' 
of low chronological age, be given an I. Q. out of· all 
proportion to the teachers' mark, thus mB.king the cor-
relation lower than if teAchers' marks were correlated 
with ment'3.l age. Suppose that he were· given a grade -by 
the Otis test which would indicate a· mental 8ge of say, 
nine. If his cbronologic !ll qge were eight this would 
make his I. Q. 1.12. If he were classified in a grade 
where the teachers' mA.rk would place him in-· the lower-
group this would tend. to make tile correltlt ion lmrver. 
However in actual school ~rectice this error tends to 
~limin~te its~lf as the bright child even wh~n classified 
with older chi'"ldren pr~wtic 11.lly al Wr-1,YS is ·classed with 
the high group by the teacher. · Conversely he with the 
low I. Q. is r~nked with the lovver group ev·en when his 
classm~,tes are of much lower chronological ~.ge. In this 
study, forty-seven pupils who ha,d I. Q. below eighty 
were all ra.nked in the lower group by the te~whers. In 
our public school system the pupil vJf th the lov: I. Q. 
who passes to the next gr~cle passes r:ts one of the lower 
gr.cup. ·This lack of preparation condemns him to poor 
worlc in the next gr8de when he is still clA.ssed low. 
Thus he rnrely regches the point where he is classed 
with the ,upper group. 
Second, in de~1ling with ~l group of pupils \fu ich 
spreads itself over mo re than one grqde ~.s in this study, 
if ment r1l age r-md not r. Q. should be used or aey ab-
solute figure which ch8.nges with ri.ge, there is t=:l,lso 
possibility of error in that the correle.t,ion tencls to 
be. too high. This error he,s been pointed·:· out b.y Dr. 
F. J ~, Kelly in his study o:r Teachers 1 Marks where he 
criticizes the high correlP.t ions obtA.ined by Dr. Court is 
in his correlqtions with his Ari'thmetic tests. 
Third, the writer is also aware of the redent 
criticisms of the I. Q. And especiA..lly its a.pplic8.tion to 
scales other th8n th8.t of Binet to vvhi,ch it W8S origiw~l.­
ly applied. The purpose of this thesis is merely to com-
pare .. the I. Q. as determined by the Otis SC8le with the 
feachers 1 mr-irks. If, as is suggested by the critics, the 
I. Q. or nment r-i.l age difference 11 varies mo re with· chi 1-
dren who are older there is ch::mce for a small error in 
that we he:ve used the seventh ani ei§lth grades\ as-" one 
large group. 
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CHAPTER I. 
The Co~fficient _of Corr~lation Between the Ratings by 
the Otis Intelligence Test a.nd Tea,chers 1 Marks. 
Problem: . What is the index of correlB.t ion between the 
h : ,. k ' rs.tings by -the Otis Intelligen~e Test mid teac ers mar s. 
Data: During the :school year of 1919-20 the O.tis 
Intelligence Test w~s given to three hundred eighty-one 
pupils of the intermedi~:ite school of Lawrence, K~nsqs under 
the direction of Mr. W. D. Armentrout,. :Principal •.. The, 
(._,-. 
tests were given carefully following the directions. 8s. , 
given by the author. The intermedi8.te. school of Law~ence 
includes the seventh an1 eigh~h grades of the city schools 
grouped iD:to· four divisions, 7 A, 7 B, a A, ~nd 8 B. The 
subjects giv-en in the eighth grade and seventh grades P.re 
as follows:· English, ~.ri thmetic, Geography, Histay, 
Hygiene, Iviu~ic, Art, Ma.nu,al Training, ·Home Economics, Gen-
CJ 
eral Science and :Physica.l Education, considerable· freedom 
of elective. being ~llow,ed. · The teac.hers' mqrks as given _ 
in tlie La . wre~ce schools classify ,the stud.en ts into five 
groups. For the purpos·e of obtaining a·. positive coef-
ficient in this study the teA.chers 1 mA.rks were evaluated 
as follows: The highest group were given a value of four 
f 
hundred., the other four groups, three hundred., two hundred, 
e.ne hundred and. zero respectively in order of their ra.nk:ing. 
The arithmeticrtl .me~m of the grades of ea.ch student wa.s 
used for the basis of comparison with the Otis ma.rks. The 
4 
teachers' mRrks used were those for the six weeks period 
in ·which the test WR.S given. In the first hA.n(lling of the 
dA-ta _the. Otis I. ~. 1 s £Jl so Yrnre r-'.trrBnged in five groups 
using the sn.me method of grouping as was used in the case 
of the teachers 1 mn.rks. i.e., the I. Q.! s of 120 or above 
. were evg.luated. at four hUndred, between 110 and 120 g,t 
\ 
three hundred., between 90 ~ma. 110 at two hunclred; between 
80 nncl 90 at one hundred 8.nd. belov; 80 at zero. In this . 
arrrmgement the Pearson method. of grouping 1i1i thou t rsnking 
wn.s used. In the second hrmdling of the dR.ta, using the 
. ·shorter method Rs given by Rugg (see dr:i.tr:d. the 8ctual 
I. Q. 's of the pupils were used. In the second. grouping:' 
only three hundred sixty-nine pupils' s.verB.ges were us~d 
Ov"ling to R mispl~.cing of some of the a.~.ta. This however 
should not affect the result m!1teri.8lly ns the cl.A.ts. lost· 
w~s not grouped in !lny wqy differently from the .first 
grouping. 
Results: By the first method a correlBtiou of .65 
wns obtained with ·R prob8ble error of -.02 (See data on 
p 8ges following) • 
By the second method a correl~,tion of .636 wa.s ob-
tained with a probnble error of -.02. 
Conclusion: Since most ~uthors, including Rugg, in-:-
terpret rt correlation above • 60 f-lS Very high And Since tre 0' 
probnble error is so low there is mnrked evidence th~t ~ 
high grade given by the teacher is gener$'.llly ~wcompanied 
· ...... 
,·by a high L Q. as given by the Otis test for, the 




VALUE VALUE;;· .. x2 y2 XY. -XY OTIS. I• Q,. ;.· TEACHfilB.St ·· X y :MAR.Ks · ~;~: .-~-~ . .. 
--~··2655 400 250.·~ . . :·, ,• · .. :~. 1 77 15 .31329 . . 225 .. 
400 316::. .. :· .. 1 77 --81 Ji329 . 6561 14337 
~. 400 333. 177 98 31'329 . 9604 17346 
200 25'0··· . ._. .. _ 23 15 J ·529 225 345 000 183 .. -_~223 - 52 ;9729 2704 11596. 400 36:P .. . :.... ~: :,'.:_::~~+.}?. 125 31329 15.625 22125 
400 316·.:. ··, .. ~~ '177 81 313~9. ~ ..... -~.6561 14337 
400 3j:f-_:· ·.·: .. -... ·177 98 31329: ' .. 9604 i-7346· 
300 283- ' ·77 48 . 5929 2304 ·. 3696 .. 400 ~3l' ... _177. - 2 31329 4 '. 354 200 2!L· •. . - ... 2.J - 19 ·5~9 361 '$!~l 400 ff · · r77 48 31329 2304 2 -l . .. 
400 28:3.·-' · ;·:·.r7·7 ·· ·4l;f 31329 ·.·2304 . '8496 
100 . 1~3. :: . ... ..~-1'~3 -102 15129 .. 10404 ·12546 
200 · ·':: .. 3-,., . ·· ....... ···2,~r . -1-52 t 529.· 23104 . 3496 300 - 36q::~· .. ' ;<··7·7· ·. .&5 5929 422'5 . ··5005 .. 400 ~ 3otr .. ~: ... · ::~'-7T · 65 313~9 422§ 11505 
683 200 ·266:;: .. ': ·?~· 23. 31 '529 ' ··f)6l ·-200 ~~{ ':,:if .. -1~. ·529.~: 2(04 1196 200 '5?9 -..·•- :361 .437 \ 400. 184.. ; ,. ;·17?' .. 51 31329:' 2601 9027 100 216·· ; . ~::.123. -~ 19 15129· ."361. ···23J7 400 300. .· . ,.17.7 ' . 65 31329 -:·4225· 11505 400 200 ' ''. . "'-Ji/l7 ' . .:. 35 ._ 31329 i225 ,. ~ 6195 000 200 '·.·-??3 - - 35 49?~9 1225 . 7805 400 28-4· ·. : . 177 . 49 31329 :2401 .. 86~3 300 366. ' .<-.( 77 · 131 5929. i7i61 100 ·7 200 200:·. :~.23., - 35. ·529 1225 805 200 ;· 2PO': · ·. .. · .:~ 23 - g5 . 529 1225 805 200 ' 316, ' ··.;; ·23 1 ·52.9 6561 .. 1863 400 300· .~~77 65 '3132.9 4225 88505 400 C!~66' . ·-177 . gl 3l·Jg9 961 ····548·7 000 150 . ' ' -223 ... 5 49729 7225 18955. 200 . 216 .. ' - -, ~--·2J' .. 19 '' ·529 B~~~ 437 400 .. l42 _.: . ·~177 - 93 31329 16461 000 142 . :41!i22J 93 ; 497?9 8649 20739. -200 257 ,_ . ·~ 23 ~· 22 .·_529 · .. '.484 .. 506 i . '·361 200 216-·, ··' .... -23 -· 19 "·~29' -437 400 385· \,.< I77 150 31329· .·225mm ·26550 400 333.. · .. -.:·177 98 3132e 9604 17~46 000 \ 214 ·~22J 21 49729 '441 ··4· 83 -400 300 T77 65 31329 4225 ~1505 . '. 400 '. 180- ·177 - 55 31329 3025 9735 .. 200 .. 280 ,-· ·23 45 529 2025 1035 400 225 +77 - 10 31329 ··100 1770 400 300 177, 65 31329 4225 i1505 •, 200 320 .· .. - .23 85 5?9 7225 1925 300. 220' ·' ·77 - 1'5 5929 .2~5 1155 ' .. · 400-·~- 240'.: .. -\~<77 '5. 31329 ·25 885 200· 280>»·· '.·.;;.• ~3 45 . 529 2025 1035 400 260 .-177 25 31329 625 4425 2cfo · .. 240 .;. 23 5 529 ~ 25 115 ~88. ~ta - 27 - 10 311~~ 100 230 17 - 5 25 .885 
;·"· 
=a. VALUE VALUE , 
x2 y2 -TI OTIS TEACHERS' x y XY 
I. Q, • 11ARKS 
400 200 177 - 35 31329 1225 6195 100 260. -123 25 15129 625 3975 000 225 *223 - 10 49729 100 2230 
- kOO 210 -123 - 19 15129 361 2337 
100 2go -12~ - 35. 15129 1225 4305 100 1 0 -12 - 7"5 15129 5625 9225 
000 150 -223 - 85 49729 7225 7805 400 233 177 - 2 31329 .. - . 4 354 0.00 150 -223 - 85 49729 7225 18955 
1495 200 300 - 23 65 529 4225 100 150 -123 - 85 15129 7225 10455 000 1~3 -223 -102 49729 10404 22746 000 2 6 -223 31 49729 961 
22746 




.x2 y2 10' • I• Q,. :MARKS x y TI -XY 
200 200 - 23 - 35 529 1225 805 100 220 -123 - 15 15129 225 1~45 200. . 200 - 23 - 35 529 1225 805 
000 .100 -223 -135 . 49729 18225 30105 200. 220 - 23 - 15 529 225 345 
100 280 -123 45 15129 2025. 6535 
100 240 -123 5 15129 25 615 000 . 175 -223 - 60 . 49729 3600 13380 
000 175' -223 - 60 49729 36oq 13380 
200 240 - 23 5 529 25 115 100 200 -123 - 35 15129 1225 4305 
300 266 77 g1 5929 961 2387 200 30.0 - 23 l~ 529 4225 1495 200 250 - 23 529 . 225 345 200 216 .-23 - 19 529 361 437 200 366 - 23 131 529 17161 3013 400 283 177 . 48 31329 2304 8496 200 220 - 23 - 15 529 225 345 100 216 -123 - 19 15129 361 23Yl 100 200 -123 - 35 15129 1225 4305 100 216 -123 - 19 15129 361. 2337 000 000 -223 -235 . 49729 55225 52405 400 400 177 165 31329 27225 29205 000 . 000 -223 -2~~ 49729 55225 -52405 300 300 77 5929 '4225 5005 200 216 - 23 ·- 19 529 361 437 300 250 - ·77 15 .5929 225 1155 
6195 400 200 177 - g5 31329 1225 200 166 - 23 - 9 529 .4761 1587 400 400 177 165 31329 27225 29205 200 330 - 23 95 529 9025 2185 200 233 - 23 - 2 529 .4 46 000 100 -223 -135 49729 18225 30105 . 200 233 - 23 - 2 ' , . 529 4 46 200 200 - 23 - 35 529 1225 . 805 400 283 177 48 31329 2304 8496 000 120 -223 -115 49729 13225 . 25645 400 250 177 15 31329 225 2665 400 350 177 115 31329 13225 20355 400 350 -177 115 31329 13225 20355 100 200 -123 - ~f 15129 1225 4305 200 316 - 23 529 6561 1863 200 150 - 23 - 85 529 7225 1925 000 133 .-223 -102 49729 . 10404 22~46 200 .200. - 23 - 35 529 1225 05 100 
~~~ -123 -102 15129 10404 1294l> 100 -123 31 15129 961 3813. 100 133 123 -102 15129 10404 12546 300 283 77 48 5929 2304 3696 
11. 
VALUE VALUE 
OTIS TEAC.HERS' x2 y2 I . Q,. MARKS x y XY -Ai 
000 000 -223 -2gf 49729 55225 52405 400. 316 177 31329 6561 14337 
400 183 177 - 52 31329 2704 9204 
200 2sa ~ 2s 48 529 2304 1104 
400 283 177 48 31329 2304 8496 
300 233 77 - 2 5929 4 154 200 140 - 23 - 95 529 9025 2185 400 250 177 15 31329 225 2655 
400 300 177 65 31329 4225 11505 
400 333 177 98 31329 9604 17346 
400 300 177 65' 31329 4225 11505 
300 266 77 31 -5929 961 2387 
200 133 - 23 -102 .529 10404 2~46 400 250 177 15 31329 225 2b55 
300 216 77 - 19 5929 3ql 1463 200 200 - 23 - 35 529 1225· 805 400 316 177 81 31329 6561 14337 200 233 - 2J - 2 529 4 46 300 266 77 31 5929 961 2387 200 220 - 23 ~ 15 529 225 345 100 266 -123 6~ 15129 961 3813 300 300 77 5929 4225 5005 200 ~~~ - 23 - 2 529 4 46 400 177 31 31329 961 5487 400 250 177 15 31329 225 2655 300 266 77 31 5929 961 2387 100 183 -123 - 52 15129 2704 6g96 400 250 177 15 31329 225 2 55 400 316 177 81 3~329 6561 14337 . 300 300 ; 77 65 5929 4225 5005 400 300 177 ~g 31329 4225 11505 200 283 - 23 529 2304 1104 000 183 -223 - 52 49729 2704 11.596 200 300 - 23 65 529 4225 1495 200 200 - 23 - 35 529 1:225 .805 400 316 177 81 31329 66'61 14337 400 300 l '77 65 31329 4225 11505 400 316 177 81 31329 6561 14~37 .. 400 2go 177 ~g 31329 a25 26§g 300 2 3 77 5929 2304 100 183 -123 - 52 15129' ·2704 6396 400 266 177 31 31329 961 5487 400 316 177 81 31329 6561 143g7 100 166 -123 - 69 . 15129 4761 84 l 300 283 77 48 5929 2304 369 200 233 - 23 - 2 529 4 46 100 216 -123 - 19 15129 361 2337 200 300 - 23 65 529 4225 1495 000 150 -223 .. 85 49729 7225_ 18955 
12. VALUE VALUE 
OTIS · TEACHERS' 
x.2 2· I. Q •. ·uARKS ll y y 1.'Y -XY 100 133 -123 -102 15129 . 10404 12546 100 150 -123 - 85 15129 7225 10455 
3795 200 400 - 23 165 529 27225 100 183 -123 - 52 15129 . 2704 6396 200 216 - 23 - 19 529 361 437 400 266 177 31 31329 961 5487 100 100 -123 -135 15129 18225 16605 000 183 -223 - 52 49729 2704 11596 200 233 - 23 - 2 529 4 46 100 ~~~ -123 - 2 15129 4 246 400 177 - g5 31329 961 5487 100 150 -123 15129 7225 10455 




OTIS TEACHERS'. "!72 y2 I• Q,. I~iIARKS x y A n· -XY 
OC)O 220 ~223' - 15· 49729 225 3345 200 180 - 23 - 55 529 3025 1265 200 160 - 23 - 75 529 5625 1725 100 180 -123 - 55 15129 3025 6765 400 340 177 105 31329 11025 18585 
300 400 77 165 . 5929 27225 12705 ' 000 180 -223 -·55 49729 3025 12265. 400 400 17.7 lb5 31329 27225 46905 200 240 - 23 5 529 '·.··25 115 100 160 -123 - 75 . 15129 5625 9225 
300 260 77 25 5929 . 625 1925 100 180 -123 - 55 15129 . 302·5 ' 6765 000 000 -223 -235 4-9729 '·· 5522·5 5240·5 
100 160 '-123 - ·75 15129 g625 . 922·5 000 100 -22J -13'5 49729 1 225 30105 400 240 177 5 31329 .. 25 '88·5 
300 260 77 . 25 ·5929 '625 1925 300 180 ·77 - -55 . 5929 3025 4235 400 300 177 65 31329 .4225 11905 400 400 177 16·5 31329 27225 29205 400 380 177 145 31329 211~12·5 25665 400 400 177 16'5 31329 27225 29205 400 4-90 177 ·16'5 31329 27225 29205 ......... 
300 200 · .. ~77 ... J5 '5929 1225 ... 2695 100 220 -123 - 15 15129 ·225 ·1845 000 160 -223 - 75 49729 562·5 16725 400· 280 . 17'1 45 31329 2025 796-5 400 "280 177 45 31329· 2a25· 7965 200 200 - 23 - 35 .. 529 .1225 805 000 180 -223 .. 55 49'729 3a25 12265 200 ·Bo - 23 -1g5 . 529 24025 ~56'5 300 320 77 5 . 5929 7225 545 000 180 -223 g5 ·49729 3a25 12265 200 300 - 2J 5 .. 529 4225 149'5 400 200 ·177 35 31329 1225 6195 100 180 -123 - 55 15129 302·5 6l65 400 240 177 5 313~9 25 85 400 220 177 - 15 31329 225 2655 400 220 177 - 15 31329 . 225 2655 300 360 77 -125 5929 15625 9625 100 160 -123· 75 15129 5625 922·5 400 300 ·177 65 31329 422-5 11505 
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18225 ' 31.05 
.2025 ' 1035 
7225 6545 ' 
, 27225 . 29202·. 
25Ibl'b7 .. 3130027 _2_4_6--291 
- 2462_21· 
28"83736 
···- ~ -~ 288;3736- ~--·~~ .... -v 769.082 x 251.6167 \= 
= .65 
439.8 
' ' ' . ·./~- .... 
P .E • = :f: . 6.749 1- r 2 • J: • 6 7449 
.v;- 1 - .4225 = ± .02 19 
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fx 1 1 1 3 3 7 12 24 · l>5 40 ~ 35 3t 
d-14 -13 -12 -11 -10- 9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 . -3 -2 1 0 7.2 
fd~l4 -13 - 9 -24 -21 -42 -60 -9 ~105 -80 37501 ~2 
fd~l96 169 81 192 147 252 300 384 315 160 37 
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v' t -c c 
- y. y 
•3 ------4 0 0 
x y 
3 4;3_. 69 • 'lJ 
v 
=3.64 4.07 
~ . 636 
nE=±".6745 ( _,,.. 2 
1- -
2 
.6745~1-.636 ) ll . 
258 602~501:101 .02 
t' ~ \4 lG, Pt ~. ~L. 
CHl\:PTER II. 
. THE INDEX OF CORRELATION BETVT.8EN RATE AHD COMPREHENSIOlf 
IN SILENT READING. . · 
PROBLEM. What is the co rrelR.t ion between r~,te An cl com-
prehension in silent reading? 
DATA. The Monroe St8.ndardized Silent Reading Test was 
given to grades four to eight in the Alnia schools and P..lso 
to seventy-four of the high school pupils. The test was 
given in the usual manner following the direct ions closely. 
Because of the small number of pupils in the grades, 
Spearman 's method of rank differences vrn.s used and was 
computed from the table. The results were .as follows; 
(See following pages for actual data a.nd computations.} 
GRADE :e P.E. r 
Eighth .90 .029 .82 
Seventh : ~ 78 .09 .79 
Sixth :25 .16 .26 
Fifth • 93 .02 .94 
Fou:bth .87. .03 .88 
5)~ 
--:73'6 
The arithmetic mean of the series is. 736 
In the high schqol for the seventy four cases the 
index of cprrelation by Spearman's formula is .625, .after 
applying :Pe.arson 1 s correc.tion it becomes .64. 
r: ~xy 
J~ ~'fJ -1:: Ye 
. lS'f 1- \\ ~ ·t\o.. r-s ~-~ M4t:\ ~ o~ 
l\The index of correlation is .68 with a. probable error of 
only .04: 
COMCLUSION. Hence there. is -marked evidence that a 
15 
high rate of speed in rending is s,ccompanied by a high degree 
Of comprehension Of mntter read. 
ALMA GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF CORRELATION 
RATE AND COMPREHillNSIOM--SILENT READING--MOlffiOE 
. Eighth Grade 
,, .... 
Rank Rank . D2 Ra.te Comprehension D 
l 2 1 1 
5 12.5 7.5 56.25 
5 5.5 .5 .25 
5 . 12.5 7.5 56.25 
5 5.5 .5 .25 
5 4 1. 1. 
5 3 2 •· 4. 
5 l 4. 16. 
10 14 4. .16. 
10 9.5 .5 .25 
10 9.5 .5 .25 
i2.5 7 5.5 . 30.25 
i2.5 8 4.5 20.25 
14.5 16 1.5 2.25 
14.5 11 3.5 12.25 
17.5 19.5 2.5 4. 
19.5 19.5 2 • 4 .• 
. 17. 5 17 .5 .25 
17.5 15 2.5 6.2.5 
20 18 2 4. -
235.00 
p : l _ 6 X 235 : 
0
91 
20 (400-1) . 
- + .09 
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,!$ 7 •· 3.5 .~.16 
.5 14 3. 11 8. 18, 1 20 1 21 0 
p = ·1 - 6 x 351 
. 21 :( 441-1) 
- .• 78 
..,. .2 
P.E. : - .6745 l -.78 : ± .09 
' . 





























ALMA GRADE· SCHOOL 
INDEX OF CORRELATION. 




])2 Rate Comprehension D 
8.5 1 7.5 66 •. 25 
1 2 1: 1 
4.5 3 1.5 2.25 
13.5 4 9.5 90.25 
4.5 . 5 .5 .25 
8.5 6 2.5 6.25 
2 7· 5 25 
11.5 8 3.5 12·25 
4.5 9 4.5 20.25 
4.5 10 5.5 30.25 
8.5 11 2.5 6.25 
8.5 12 3.5 12.25 _. 
13.5 13 .5 .25. 
11.5 14 2.5 6.25 
15 15 0 o· 
279. 
1 - 279 
p = 15 { 225 - 1) • 25 
P. E.: .6745 .• 16 
r .261, 
ALMA GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF C ORRELATIOIL 
HATE AND C OM.PREHB1HS ION--S IL.ENT READING-"'.'"MONROE 
~,ifth Grade 
Rank RA-nk: D2 Rate Comprehension D 
1 l 0 0 
2 2 0 0 \\ 
3 3 
4 4 
8 5 ·3 9 
·5 6 1 l 
6.5 7 .5 .25 " 
6.5 8 1.5 . 2.25 
12 9 3 9 
12 10 2 4 
12· 11 l' l 
12 12 0 
12 13 1 1 
12 14.5 2.5 6.25 
12 14.5 2.5 6.25 
40:-
p - 1 - 6 x 40 -15-..,...( 2-2-5--1-) -· - .93 
P.E.: ± .£745 l - .932 -- t: .02 . 
3.8 
r - .935 or .94 
· ALMA GRADE SCH001 
INDEX OF C ORRELAT IO.U 
RATE AND C0Iv1I'REHENS ION-SJLLENT READING--MONRO~ 


























































































.862 ± - --4.3 
20 
.03 
ALMA HIGH SCHOOL 
INDEX OF C ORRELATTON · 21 
RATE AND COMPREHEUSION;BILENT READING--MONROE 
Compre- · 2 Rate Rank· hens ion Rank D D -. 
38 2 7.6 3 l 1 
38 2 11.l 9 7 49 
38 2 16 16.5 14.5' 210.25 
55 ' 8.5 6.3 2 6.5 42.25 
55 8.5 7.7 4 4.5 . 20.25 
55 8.5 11.l 9 .5 .25 
55. 8.5 16.1 18 9.5 90.25 
55 8. 5 I_ 17.5 23 14.5 210.25' 
55, 8.5 21 33 24.5 600. 25 ' 
55 8.5 21 33 24.5 600.25 
55 8.5 21.1 35 26.5 702.25 ,. 
68 14 2.8 1 13 169 
68 14 14.7 14' 0 0 
68 14 15.5 15 : 1 1 
68 14 19'. 7 2 8 14 196( 
68 14 21. 33 19 361 
77 ' 21.5 11 9 11.5 132.24 
77 21.5 i6 16.5 5 25 .. · 
77 21.5 16.1 18.5 3 9 
77 21.5 16.9 20 1.5 2·.2·5 
77 21.5 23.1 39 17.5 306.25; 
77 ·21.5 24 41.5 20 400 
77 21.5 25.6 45 22.5 506.25 
77 21.5 26.9 48 . 27. 5 . _·756. 25 
77 21.5 31.3 56 24.5 1190.25 
77 21.5 . . 32.3 58 36.5 1332.25 
86 40 8.5 5.5 34.5 1190.25 
86 40 8. 5 . 5.-5 34~5 1190.25 
86 40 8.7 7 32 1089 
86 40 12 12 28' 784 
86 40. 13.7 13 24 ··29 !/. 
86 40 17 21 19 361 
86 40 17.5 23 17 289 
86 40 17.5 23 17 289 
86 40 .17.8 25.5 14.5 210.25 
86 40 17.9 27 13. 169 
86 40 20.4 31 9 ·. 81 
86 40 21.8 36 4 16 
86 40 23.9 40 0 0 
86 40 24. 41.5 1 .5 169. 
86 40 24.1 43.5 3.5 ,~, 81 
86 40. 26.6 46.5 6.5 12.25 
86 40 26.6 46.5 6.5 42.25 
86 40 27 .4 49 9 81 
86 40 2'l.6 50.5 10.5 110.25 
86 40 27.6 50.5 10.5 110. 25' 
86 40 27.7 52 12 144 
86 40 29.1 55 15 225 
86 40 32.2 57 17 289 
86 40 32.6 59 ' 19 361 
86 40 38.2 65 25 625 86 40 38.2 65 25 625 86 40 38.2 . 65 25 625 
.22 
ALM~ HIGH SCHOOL 
IIIDEX OF CORRELATION . 
RATE AND COivIPREHBJMSION--SfLENT READING--:MONROE 
· COMI'RE-
D2 RATE RANK 'HEUSION RANK D 
lb9 59. 11.3 11 48 2304 c 
59. 109 17.8 25.5 33.5 1112.25 
109 59. r'' ' 20.1 29 30 900. 
109 59. 20.3 30 29 841 
109 59 •. 22 , 37 22 484 
109 59. 24.1 43.5 15.5 240.25 
109. 59. 28.5 54 5 25 
109 59. 33.5 60 1 1 
109 59. 34.2 61 2 4 
109 59. ' 34.3' 62 3 9 
109 59. 38.1 63 4 16 
109 59. 39.2 67 8 64 
125 65.5 44.8 69 2.5 6.25 
125 ( ) 66.5 51.5 70 3.5 5.25 
137 69 22.7 38 31 961 
137 69 39.9 69 0 ·o 
137 69 53.6 72 3. 9 
151 72.5 28.4 53 19.5 380.25 
151 72.5 53.3 71 1.5 2.25' 
151 72.5 53.8 73 .5 .25 
151 72.5 72.1 74 1.5 2.25 
24972.25 
- 6 x 24972.25 -
p = ' 1 74 ( 5476 - 1) - • 64 
\ 2 
P. E.-- r .6745 1-.64 : ~ .045 
8.6 
From table. r : • 657 
ALMA HIGH. SCHOOL. 23··· 
nmEX OF c ORRELATION 
RATE· AND COMPREEENS ION--SILENT READING--:MONROE 
:PEARSON'S METHOD 
Rate% Comp re-
x2 2 hension % x y y . xy 
25.20 9 •. 80 . ~33.50 -21.80 1122.20· 475.25 730. 30 
25.20 14.30 -33.50 -17.30 1122.20 299.29 579.55 
25.20 20.60 ;.;33.50 -11 1122.20 121 368.50 
36.40. 8.20 -22.30 -23.40 . 497. 29 547~56 521.82 
36.40 10 1'. • -22.30 -21. 60' 497 .·29 466·. 56 481.68 
36.40 14.30 -22.30 -17.30 497.29 299 .·29 385.~9 
36.40 20.70 -22.30 .:..10. 90 497.29 118.81 243. 07· 
36.40 22.50 -22.30 - 9~10 497.29 ·82.81. 202.93 · .. 36 .40 27.10 -22~30 - 4.50 497.29 20.25 100.35 
36.40 27.10 922.30 ~ ·4.50 497.29 20. 2.5 ' 100. 35 
36.40 27.20 -22.30 - 4~40 497.29 19.36 98.12 
45 4 -13.70 -27.60 187.69 761.76 378.1'2 
45 18.90 . -13.70 -12.70 187.69 161.29 173.99. 
45 20 -13.70 -11~60 187.69 134.56 ·158.92 
45 25.30 -13.70 ·- 6.30 187.69 39.69 86.31 
45 ( 27.10 •13.70 - 4. 50 187.69 20.25 61.65 
51 14.30 - 7.70 -17.30 59.29 299.29 133.21 
51 20.·50 - 7.70 -11. 59.29 . 121 84.70 
51 20:70 - 7.70 .;..10. 90 59.29 118.81 83.93 
. 51 21.70 - 7.70 - 9.90 59.29 98.01. 76.23 
51 29.70 - 7.70 - 1.90 59.29 .3.61' 14.63 
51 30.80 - 7.70 - .80 59.29 .64 6.16 
51 32·: 90 - 7.70 1.30 59.29 .1.69 -10.01 
51 33.30 - 7.70 1.70 59. 29, . 2.89 ·~ -13.09 
51 40.20 - 7 .·70 8.60 59.29 73.96 -66.22 
51 41.50 - 7.70 9. 90. 59.29 98.01 ;...75. 23 
57 ' 10. 90 1-.70 -20.70 2.89 428.49 35.19 
57 10. 90 . 1.70 •20.70 2.89 !i£28.49 35.19 
57 10.90 - 1.70 -20.70 2.89 428.49 35.·19 
57 15.40 - 1.70 -16.20 - 2.89 262.44 27.54 
57 17.60 - 1.70 ·-14.00 2.89 196.00 23.80 
57 21.70 - 1~70 - 9.90 .2.89 98.01 16.83 
57 22.50 - 1.70 9.10 2.89 82.81. 15.47 -~ -
57 22.50 - 1.70 - 9.10 2.89 82.81 15.47 
57 23 - 1.70 - 8.60 2·.s9 73. 96 . 14·.62 
57 23 - 1.70 - 8.60 2.89 73.96 14.62 
57 a6. 20 , . - 1.70 - 5.40 2.89 29.16 9 .18 . 
57 28.20 - 1:70 3.40 2.89 11·. 56 5.78 
57 30.90 - 1.70 - • 80 2.89 • 64 1.36 
57 30.90 ;:. l.VC ·-- .70 2.89 .49 1.19 
57 31 - 1.70 - .60 2.89 .36 1~02 
57 34.20 - 1.70 ' 2.60 2.89 .76 - 4.42 
57 34.20 - 1.70 2.60 2.89 .76 - 4.42 
57 . 35.20 1.70 3.60 2.8€} 12.96 6.12 
57 35.20 - 1.70 3.6.0 2.89 12.96 ;... 6.12 
57 35. 20 ' - 1.70 3.60 2.89 12.96 - 6.12 
57 35.20 - 1.70 3.60 2.89 12~96 - 6.12 
57 37.40 - 1.70 5.80 2.89 33.64 - 9.86 
57 41.50 - 1.70 9.90 2.89 106.09 -16.83 
57 41.98 : 1:~8 10·38 2.89 ·306.25 -17 .• 51 r-""1 ;f·49.l 7.5 2.89 306.25 -29.75 ·' 
.. 24 
A.L11A HIGH SCHOOL 
IHDEX OF CORRELATIOl~ 


























Compre- 2 ,,2 
hens ion x y x y xy 
49.10 -1.70 17.50 . 2. 89 306.25 29.75 
49.10 -1.70 17.50 ·2.89 306.25 29.75 
14"'.50 13. 50 ·-1 7 • 10 182.25 292.41 - 230.85 
22.50 13.50 
25.90 13.50 













68 •. 90 32.00 






I?. ~. = 
- 9.10 3:82. 25 ·r_82. 21 - 122. 85 - 5.70 182.25 32.1!9 76. 95" 
- 5.40 182 .• 25 . 29.16 - . 1(2. 90 - 3.20 182.25 10.24 - 43.20 - .60 1.82.25 .• 36 s.'10 ,' 
5.00 1IB2.25 25' ·57 ~-.50 ,· 
11.50 182.25 132.25 155. 25 ' 
12.40 182.25 153.76 167.40 
12.40 182.25 153.76 167~40 
17 .40 182.25 302.76 234~90 
18.80 182.25 353.44 253.80 
26.20 580.81 686.44 631.42 
-34. 70 580.811204.09 -836 .24· - 2.40 1024. 5.76 - 76.80 
19.80 1024. 392.04 633.60 
37.30 1705.691391.29 1193·~ 60 . 
4.90 1705.69 24.;0l 202.37 
37.00 1705.691~69. 1528 .1 ·· 
37.60 1705.691413.76 1552. 88. 
61.20 1705.693745.4~ 2-527. 56 
22879. 37 19821.92 14.510 .84 
14510.84 
)22879.3? x 19821.92 
= .• 68 
+ .• 6745 1 - .682 
8.602 







PRO~L.i:J:M. Wh8t is the correlR,tion between rate 
n.ni r-iccuracy- in arithmetic? 
DATA. The M;onroe Str:mdardizea_ Reasoning Tests 
in Arithmetic were given accordin~ to directions in 
grades four to six in the Alma grade schools. 
Using Spearmnn 1 s met ho cl of rc.:n.lk (liffererwes 
the results were 8..E~ follows~ 
GRADE ~ r J? .• E •. 
Four .72 .74 J:-. 07 
Five • 74 .76 r-.os 
Six • 55 .57 . -=.12 
3)2.07 
~ 
CONCLUSION. Although the. number of cases (18, 14, 
& 15) is sm8.ll yet the high arithmetic me~m. of the 
25 
ind.ices of correl~1tions nncl the canpnratively low p1--obab1e 
errors of the severnl computntions v.oulcl seem to indicqte · 
that speed in comput8tion is acciomp8:n:ied to a lA.rge ex-
tent by . accur~wy in result. 
ALMA GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF COHRELATron 26 
STANDARDIZED REASOlTIHG TEST IN t1RITHME TIC 
Ji.10NROE 
Fifth Grade 
PUPIL RATE PH INC IPLE ACCURI\CY R.HAl~ P.Rf\HK A. R~Jlli: 
A ~ 20 14 7 10 10 
B ·25 30 15 4.5 4 8 
c 23 26 16 6 6.5 6 
D 11 '22 15 13 9 8 
E 36 36 24 1 1 1 
F 15 10' 10 10 13 13 
G l~ 26 17 11 6.5 5 
H 17 17 12 8.5 11.5 11.5 
I 17 1~· 12 8.5 11.5 11.5 
J 34 34 19 2 2 3 
K 25 28 18 4.5 5 4 
L 4 4 2 14 14 14 
M 29 32 21 3 3 2 
N 13 25 15 12 8 8 
Sixth Gra.d.e 
A 7 15 14 12.5 9.5 8 
B 19 22 21 1 2 1 c 14 20 16 3 4.5 3.5 
D 12 18 15 8 6.5 5.5 
E 7 10 ·g 12.5, 1·3 12 
F 13 18 16 5.5 6.5 3.5 
G 6 13 14 l~. 11.5 8 
H 8 9 8 11 14 13.5 
I 11 22 20 10 2 2 
J 13 22 15 5.5 2 5.5 
K . 14 17 13 3 8 10 
L 12 15 12 8 9.5 11 
M· '14 20 14 3 4.5 8 
N 12 13 8 8 11.5 13.5 
0 3 4· 3 15 15 15 
Fourth Grade 
A l7" 25 13 3.5 4 3 
B 4 7 1 18 17 .• 5 18 c 21 21 12 1.5 5.5 5~5 
D 11 1.9 10 11 9.5 10 
E 9 18 12 13 7 5.5 
F . 11 16 10 11 9.5 10 
G 6 13 7 17 14.5 14 
H 21 33 21 . 1.5 1 1 
I 8 8 4 14.5 16 16 
J 11 16 11 11 9.5 8 
K 13 21 14 8.5 5.5 2 
L 15 28 12 6 2.5 5.5 
M 0 10 4 16 17.5 17 u 7 7 3 16.5 17.5 17 0 17 28 12 3.5 2.5 5.5 p 14 14 10 . 7 13 10 
Q 16 16 7 5. 9.5 14 
R 13 13 7 8.5 14.5 14 s 8 15 8 14.5 12 12 'l' 0 0 0 
27 
(_ 
ALTu1A GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF CORRELATION 
RATE AND ACCURACY--REASONING TEST IN ARITH.--MONROE 
F IF.TH GRADE 
R. HANK A. RAlK D -D D2 
7 10 3 9 
4.5 8 '. 3. 5 12.25 
6 .6 
13 8 5 25 
1 1 
10 13 3 9 
11 5 6 
8.5 11.5 3· 
8.5 11.5 3 
2. 3 1 
4.5 4 .5 
14 14 1 1 
3 2 1 1 
12 8 4. 16 
118.5' 
- 1 6 x ' ~J 8 •f )- .74 p - 14 (14 - -
r - .76 -
P.E. - ~ 6745 1 .762 =: ;± 08 -
3.7 
ALMA GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF CORRELATION 
R.a..TE AND ACCUR/\ ... CY--REASONING TEST IN ARITH.--MOlfROE. 
Sixth Grade 
• 
R. Rank A. Renk D 
12.5 8 
1 l 





11 13.5 2.5 
10 2 
5.5 5.5 
3. io 7 
8 11 3 
3 8 5 
8 13.5 5.5 
p l 
r .57 





























ALMA GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF· CORRELATION 




R. RANK A. RANK D -D D2 
3.5 3 . : • 5 .25 
18 18 
1.5 5.5 4 16. 
11 10 1 1 
13 5.5 7.5 56.25 
11 10 l 1 
17 14 3 9 
1.5 1 .5 .25 
14.5. 16 1.5 2.25 
11 8 3, 9 
8.5 2 6.5 42.25 
6 5.5 .5 .25 
16.5 17 1 1 
3.5 5.5 2 4 
7 10 3 9 
5 14 9 81 
8.5 14 5.5 30.25 
14.5 12 2.5 6•25 
269. 
p - 1 - 6 x 269 - .72 ,, - 18(182: -1) -
r = .736 
P. E. : ± 2 - 1:'. 07 .6745 1 - .74 -
4.2 
l?ROBLEM II 
PROBLEM. What is the c orrela.tion between 
reasoning snd accuracy in ~ri thmetic? 
DATA. The Monroe Standt?r_di zed Rerlsoning Tests in 
Arithmetic were given accor(ling to direct ions in 
grades four to six in the Alma. grade schools. 
Using Spearman's method orr rAD.k differences 
the results were as follows: 
Gr a.de p r P.E. 
Four .94 .945 r.015 
Five .95 .954 t.017 
Six .89 ~"ii'\ .t.033· _,l;;\.1 
3)2.799 .93 
(See following p~.ges for a.ata. Of solution) 
·co·NCLUSION. Although the number of cases 
(18, 14= & 15) is sm8.ll the high index of correla.tion 
as deJ:iV.ed from the r.Jri thmetic mean of the indices 0:£ 
dorrelation shows a very close connection between 
reasoning an:l 8-CCurR.cy in r.i.ritl1metic. 
30 
· . ALMA GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF CORBELAT ION 
STANDARDIZED REASONING TEST IN ARITIDvIETIC 
PRINCIPLE M~D ACCURACY '~ 
Fifth. Grade 
P.R~ .. NK A.RMlK D -D 
10 10 
4 8 4 16 
6.5 6 .5 .• 25 
9 8 1 1 
1 1 
13 13 
6.5 5 1.5 2.25 
11.5 11.5 
11.5 11.5 
2 3 1 1 
5 4 1 1 
14 14 
3 2 1 1 
8 8 
22.5 
p = 1 - 6 x 22.5 = 
14 (142 ·- i) 
r = .954 




ALMA GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF C ORRELATIOU 
STA.NDARDIZ.i~D REASONING TEST Ili 
ARITBl~ETIC--MONROE 
Sixth Grade 
P. ·RANK A. RANK D .-D 2 D· 
9 .5 . 8 1.5 2.25 
2 1 1 1 
4.5 3.5 1 1 
6.5 5.5 1 1 
13 12 1 1 
6.5 3.5 3 9 
11.5 8 3.5 12.25 
14 13.5 .5 .25 
2 2 
2 5.5 3.5 12.25 
8 10 2 .4 
9.5 11 1.5 2.25 
4.5 8 3.5 12.25 
11.5 13.5 2 4-
11.5 15 
62.5 
r - 1 6 x 62.5 - = .89 
15.(15t::; - 1) 
r = .90 
:p. E. - .f- .6745 1 .92 - - = -t .03 
3.8 
33 
ALMA GRADE S.CHOOL 
IMDEX OF CORRELATION 
J?RINCIJ?LE A:ND ACCURACY--REASONING TEST Il{ 
ARITHMETIC--lJ:ONRO E 
Fourth Grade 
l?. RAl~K A. RANK D -D n2 
4 3 1 1 17.5 18 .5 .25 
5.5 5.5 
9.5 10 .5 .25 
7 5.5 1.5 2.25 9.5 10 .5 .25 
14.5 14 • 5 , .25 
1 1 
16 16 
9.5 8 1.5 2.2.5 5.5 2 3.5 12 .• 25 ' 2. 5 5.5 3 9 17.5 17 .5 .25 
2.5 5.5 3 9 
13 10 3 9 
9.5 14 4.5 20.25 
14.5" 14 .5 .25 
12 12 
57.5 
p - l - 6 Xg57.5 - = .945 18(18&".i- l) 
-r - .945 
P.E. - "t .942 t.01 - 6745 1 -
4.2 
PROBLEM III 
PROBLEM. What is the oorrelation between 
r8,te and correctness of reasoning in a.ri thmet ic? 
D~TA. The Monroe Standardized Reasoning Tests in 
Arithmetic were given according to· directions in. 
gr~1a.es four to six in the Alma gr~.de schools. 
Using SpeR_rmA.n 1 s method of rank differences 
the results were as follows: · 
GRADE p r P. ·E. 
Four .803 .8135 =.06;-
Five .804 .8135 ±.Q6>, 
Six .70 .72 '~.08 
3)2.347 
.782 
CONCLUSION. Although the number of cases 
(18,14 & 15) is small yet the high Brithmetic mean 
of the indices of correl~.tion Pnd the low prob~ble 
errors of the several comput A-tions would seem to 
sho·v7 q very close connection between rate of per-
form'3nce ani correctness of rea.so.ning in arit.hmetic. 
(See following pages for· dP,ta off the 
several .computa.tions) 
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ALMA GRADE ;)CHOOL 
INDEX OF CORRELATIOU 
































































1 - 6 x 191 -
18 (182 -1) 
r .81 
























AIJA:! GRl\_DE SCHOOL. 
i INDEX OF CORFIBLATIOH 
RATE AND PRINCIPLE--REASO.NHJG TES:P IN ARIIJR. 
MONROE 
Fifth Grade 
R. Rank P• Rank D -D n2 
7 10 3 9 
4.5 4 .. 5 .25 
6 6.5 .5 .25 
13 9 4 16 
1 1 
.10 13 3 9 
11 6.5 4.5 20.25 
8.5 11.5 3 9 
8.5 11.5 3 ·9 
2 2 
4.5 5 .5 .25 
14 14 
3 3 
12 8 4 
89 
p -- 1 6 x 89 = .804 
14 (142 -1) 
-r - .813 
l'. E. - ± .6745 1 .s12 - - 1: .06 ' Iii 
3.7 
ALMA GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF CORRBLATION 
RATE U~D J?ID:NCIPLE--lIBASONING T~ST IN ARITH.-MOlJRJE · 











































































= •. 70 
.722 .,.. - .08 -{) ·a 
PROBLEM IV 
PIWBL8M. Wh8.t is the correlation bet1.ve.en 
ability to memorize 8.rtl the ability to reason in 
geography? 
DATA. ·:?i,ue st ions on geogrn.phy r.h ich re quired. 
reAsoning in their answers were tr-:i1rnn from the Hahb.-
1~.ckey test A-ncl c ornp;;:tx·orl i,1lth others t~en from the 
SA.me test which depencled RL'Tiost entirely· on ability 
to memorize·. T:,vo; ex!:'lrninnt ions were given to n 
seventh grade clriss one ea.ch of each type of q::res-
tions Hr.d the results c~.refully gr~.1.ed. by the SA.me 
teacher. 
Using Spef-'l.rrnan' s method. olf r~.:ok differ-
ences, the results were 11s follows: 
Fir st Examination : 
p -- .34 r : .354 J?.E. : ~.11 
Second Exmnin~1t ion: 
= • 50 r = .52 TI E - ~ J;e • - -.09 
(See following :pageE~ for quest ions and. date 
of the solu.t ion o:f the two exPminnt ions) 
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HAHN LACKEY GEOGRAPHY TEST 
SEVEN'.ltH GRADE 
TEST # I (Information). 
1. Give the nmne of the greAtest mountain range 
in Asia R.ncl tell wTuere it is loc!'.lted. 
2. Give two proofs th~lt the v:fJ rld. is round. 
3. NB.me five of the more important republics of 
the wo,rl d. 
· 4. lfame three chief exports of ~ .. sia• 
5. IIJ"gme three of the chief products of e 8Ch of the 
following islf:mds: Jav9., :Philippines, Surn~t ra, Molucc P.S. 
6. ·Name· two nntura.l c ornlit ions besifle climqte thFi.t 
.are essential to successful agriculture. 
7. Name the country thA.t controls eflch of the fol-· 
low.ing: IcelP-nd, Korea., He.wn,ii,''Mad.qga.sc8.r, lfev,r 
~ea.land. 
8. Locate the following: Dnrclsnelles, :Panama C~na.l, 
Mecca, Vera. Cruz, Sing~pore. 
9. lfome five of the lrtrgest peninsulas of the 
world. 
TEST # 2. (Reasoning) 
1. Why does the sun seem to rise in the ea.st n.rd 
set in the west? 
2. Give two reAsons why liforth Dnko ta. is not as 
good. a place to rt=tise corn as Iowa. 
3. Expla~in why wher:it is the principal crop in 
south-western C7-inada while corn isthe most importnnt in 
Ifobraska. 
4. Give two re!1sons why southern California is 
vrnrmer in winter tha.n Nebraskri.. 
· 5. Give the principal reason· why Arg~ntina is a 
progressive nation. 
6. Give one rea,e on why Jap2n is anxious to secure 
for her people the unlimited right to emigrate to other 
la.nds • 
. 7. ExplRin vlity the rivers of Africa. ha.ve not been 
more useful in the explOT8.tion rllld development Of the r 
continent. 
8· •. How could you prove by referring to the map wlhich 
is frirther north, San Frrmcisco or Sql t Lqke City? 
Farther west? · 
9. Vihy should Russia v·1ish to g'3.in control of 
Cb.n.st ant inople? 
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HAiill LACKEY GEOGRAPHY TEST 
SEV~NTH GRADE 
TEST# 3. (Info:rm~tion}. 
1. How a.re va.lleys made? 
2. Where does the moon get its light? 
3. l'l'qme two "i'm-port~mt crops r~.isecl in the sounhern 
United Sta.tes and tell why they 8.re grovm the re. 
4. Na.me a moun~a. in r~mge ana. 8 river between Europe 
a.nd Asia. · 
5. Whs.t dire ct ion is ;\ustr!! lia. from Asia. and to 
whom does it belong? 
6. Hame two stntes wholly or pa.rtly in the Lake 
Plains of· the United States. 
7. lforre a large 18ke wholly in the United S't9,tes. 
TEST # 4. (.Rvt~"t\ ;n,_q \ 
1. \'lhy WJ uld you not expect Russia to ha.ve as mP.ily 
sailors RS England? . 
2. Why srethe Great Plains just east of the 
Rocky mount at ns not good for fArming? 
3. In Wh'1t pgrt of Australia ~.re most of the 
people found? · 
4. A elector fldvises his patient to go to~. region 
of light air f\Ild dry climFi.te. Vlhere woulcl he go? · 
5. 1.'f.DJLt.good ms.y le~wes do after they f8.ll from 
the trees in autumn? 
6. Give two re8.sons \Vhy centrP.l United. St rites is 
good for fqrming. 
40 
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HAHN-LACKEY GEOGRAPHY TEST 
INDEX· OF CORRELATION 
INFORMATION AND THOUGHT GETTING 
VfAi~:r:. ti.+-~·1!' 
Inform- T.nk\Inform-Thought 
,:Pupil r:ition Thought I.Rank Ra ation I.R. T.R. 
A 21 33 25 19 28.5 19 23 24 
'B 22 55 24 6 50 64 18 13 .. c 22.5 27.p 23 22 64 67 13 8.5 
D 23 23 22 23 39 56 21 '18 
E 23.5 38.5 21 15.534 
F 24 30 20 21 34 48 22 20 
.G 25 45.5 18.5 11 43 78 19.5 6 
H 25 36.5 18.5 17- 81.·5 64 9.5 13 
I 26 38.5 16 15.557.5 35 15 21 
J 26 33 16 19 71.5 6d 12 15.5 
K .26 16.5 16 . 25 24 33 24 22 
L 29 54 14 7 57 64 16.5 13 
1v1 31 40.5 13 14 97.5 60 3 15.5 
.N. 39 68.5 12 2 93 66 5 10.5 
0 39.5 50 11 8.562 73 14. 7 
]? 40 49 10 10 85.5 58. 7.5 17 
Q 46 33 9 19 43 67 19.5 8.5 
R 51 18 8 24 57 25 16.5 23 s 53 45 7 12 81.5 100 9.5 1 ,. 58 50 6 8.585.5 89 7.5 2 
u 60 43.5 5 13 87.5 . 83 6 4 
v 63.5 66.5 4 . 3 100 83 1.5 4 
w 75.5 65.5 3 4 93.5 51 4 19 x 78 72 2 1 100 83 1.5 4 
y 81 60. 1 5 78 66 11 10.5 
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HAHN-LACKEY GEOGRAPHY TEST 
INDEX OF CORRELATION 
INDORMATION .AND REASOJHNG 
I. Rank R. Rank D -D D2 
25 19 6 36 
24 6 18 324 
23 22 1 1 
22 23 1 1 
21 15.5 5.5 .. 30. 25 
20 21. 1 1 
18.5 11 7.5 56.25 
18.5 17 .5 .25 
16 15.5 .5 .25 
15 19 3 9 
16 25 9 81 • 
14 . 7 7c 49. 
13 14 l l. 
12 2 10 100. 
11 8.5 ... 2.5 6.25 
10 10 
9 19 10 100. 
8 24 16 256. 
7 12 5 25 
6 .'B. 5 2.5 6.25 
5 13' 8 64. 
4 3 l 1 
3 4 l 1. 
2 l 1 1 
1 5 4 16. 
1166.50 
f • l 6 x 1166.5 
25 ( 252 - l). .34 
r = .354 
P. E. = -.11 
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HAHN-LACKEY GEOGRAPHY TEST 
INDEX OF CORRELATION 
INFORMATION AND REASONING # 2 
I. Rank R. ·Rank D -D D2 
23 24 l l 
18 13. 5 25 
13 8.5 4.5 20.25 
21 18 3 9 
22 20 2. 4 
19.5 6 13.5 ·1a2. 25 
9.5 13 3.5 12.25 
15 21 6 36 
12 15.5 3.5 12.25 
24 22 2 .4 
16.5 13 3.5 12.25 
3 15.5 12.5 156.25 
5.5 10.5 5.5 •:_ 30. 25· 
14 7 7 49 
7.5 17 9.5 90.25 
19.5 8.5 11 121 
16.5 23 6.5 42.25 
9.5 l 8.5 72.25 
7.5 2 5.5 30.25 
6. 4 2 4 
1.5 4 2.5 6.25 
4. 19 15 225 
1.5 4 2.5 6 •. 25 
11 10.5 .5 .25 
1151.5 
p - 1 - 6 x 1151.5 - .50 -
24 ( 242 - 1) 
r - • 52 
P. E. - i: .6745 l - .522 = ~ ~09 - ,; 24 
PROBLEM V. 
PROBLEM. Wha.t is the correlation between the teacher's 
estimate of the child's ability to read and the mere read-
ing qf words correctly disregarding thought? 
'DATA. The Price Practical Oral Reading Test. The 
Price test is based entirely upon the child's ability to 
pronoun~e words· correctly, his rate of reading, the words 
transposed and words ·left out being considered. In fact 
.technique is the only consideration. The child reads 
selected material for one minute, the total number of words 
put in, words le ft out and words miscalled. He is then ' 
44 
given a score by subtracting the number of errors from the 
number of wo rd.s read, multiplying by one hundred and dividing 
by the number of words read. 
In the Alma schools the test was given to the 
grad.es from the second to the eighth incluSi ve, the children 
in each room were ranked according to the scores made in 
the test and also·according to the teacher 1 s estimate of 
the child,1 s ability to read. Then the results were corre-
lated by the Spearman Foot Rule method, with the following 
results. 
GRADE NO.· OF PUPILS p r P. E •. 
8 18 .55 '=i~ 117 
7 19 .87 .033 
6 17 .89 t.03 
5 17 .74 .90 
4 16 .89 • .03 
3 14 • 94 .96 .02 
2 15 .67 .69 .09 
7)5.69 
.• 81 
(See following pages for data of sm·lution) 
CONCL_USION. From the high average index of correlation 
it is evident that most teachers are estimating the child 1 s 
ability upon technique only or else technique accompanies 
ability to re~d, ~e,get thought. It is. interesting to note 
that teachers with a low iniex of correlation criticized the 
test, saying that the children who got. the high grade in · 
some cases were poor readers in_that they did not get thought. 
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.AL:MA GR.ADE SCHOOI. 
INDEX OF CORRELATION 
PRACTICAL ORAL READING TEST--PRICE 
Eighth Grade 
Pupil Words WordsWords Trans-No. No. Score Teacher's Price 
Mis- Put·' Left posed WordsMis- Ranking Test 
called In out Words Read takes ~ Ranking 
A 12 1 112 13 8.036 16 16 
B 5 3 123 8 10,752 8 15 
c 6 123 6 11,121 10 14 
D 4 1 122 5 11,407 16 13 
E 2 120 2 11,603 4 12 
F 3 15'·0 3 12,406 12 11 
G 7 140 7 12,706 11 10 
H 4 139 4 13,111 5 9 
I 1 ·l 137 2 13,302 14 8 
J 5 1 157 6 14,652 6 7 
K 3 1 l 160 5 15,015 
L 3 1 157 4 14' 973 9 6 
.. 
M 3 157 3 15,105 7 5 
N 2 157 2 15,235 3 4 
0 6 1 1 176 8 16,614 13 3 
p 6 194 6 18.712 l 2 
Q 4 198. 4 19,008 2 1 
Median 13, 222. 5 
· ALMA GRADE SCHOOLS 
INDEX OF CORRELATION . 
PRICE--PRACTICAL. OP..AL READING TEST 
AND TEACHER 1 S MARKS 
Eighth Grade 
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ALMA GR.ADE SCHOOL 
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IIiffiEX OF COR.t""IBLATION 
PRACTICAL ORAL READING TEST--PRICE 
se·venth Grade 
Pupil ·words WordsWords Trans-No. No. Score Teacher' sPrice 
Mis- Put Left posed Words Mis- Ranking Test 
Called in Out Words Read talces Rank-
J ing 
A 6 68 6 5,652 19 19 
B 3 76 3 7,118 14 18 
c 8 88 8 7,272 17 17 
D 6 88 6 7,64:0 18 16 
E 3 84 3 7,810 13 15 
F 5 90 5 8,027 16 14 
G 5 97 5 8,725 15 13 
H 4 4 105 8 8,903 10 12 
I 1 125 l 12,300 8 11 
J 2 132 2 12,424 12 10 
IC 3 151 3 14,505 9 9 
L 1 1 153 2 14,902 4 8 
M 2 157 2 15,402 5 7 
N 2 158 2 15,402 7 6 
p 156 15,600 2 5 
Q 3 166 3 16,005 6 4 
R 4 2 181 6 li,919 11 3 
s ·3 2 210 5 19,773 3 2 
T 2ID1 ~0,100 l l 
Median 12 ,.424 
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AL1/fA GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF CORRELATION 
PRICE PRACTICAL ORAL BEADING TEST 
AND TEACHER'S MARKS 
Seventh Grade 
Ranking Ranking ~2 Price Test Teacher D -D 
1 1 0 0 
2 3 l l 
3 11 8 64 
4 6 2 4 
5 2 3 9 
6 7 l 1 
7 5 2 4 
8 4 4 16 
9 9 0 0 
10 12 2 4 
11 8 3 9 
12 10 2 4 
13 15 2 4 
14 16 2 4 
15 13 2 4 
16 18 2 4 
17 17 0 0 
18 14 4 16 
19 19 o. 0 
JA8 
fO = 1 - ·a x 148 = .87 
19(192 .:..1) 
P. E. + • 6745 1 .872 = - - = + ..., .• 033 
'119 
- .88 r -
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An..r.A GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF COREELATION 
PRACTICAL ORAL READING TEST--PRICE . 
Sixth Grade 
Pupil Words Words WordsTrans-No. No. Score Teach-Price 
Mi:s- Put Left posed Words Mis:- er 1 s Test 
called In Out Words Read takes Rank- Rank-
ing ing 
A 7 74 7 6,066 13 17 
B 10 94 10 7,506 15 16 
' 0 8 98 8 8,265 17 15 
D a· 104 8 8,861 14 14 
E 8 106._~ 8 9,060 16 13 
F 1 103 1 10,000 10 12 
G 4 1 102 5 11,020 9 11 
H 12 1 142 13 11,719 7 10 
I 1 133 1 13,100 11 9 
J 8 4 161 12 13, 168. 12 8 
K" -4 144 4 13,611 8 .7 
L 4 2 152 6 14,023 5 6 
M 2 150 2 15,269 4 5 
N 161 16,100 3 4 
0 161 16,100 2 3 
p 1 167 1 16,460 6 2 
Q 4 1 176 5 16,500 1 1 





















Aili!A GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF CORRELATION 
PRICE PRACTICAL ORAL READING TEST 
AND TEACHER'S :MARKS 
Sixth Grade 



















.p • l - 6 X-88 - .89 
17(172 -1) 
P. E. =· ± .6745 1 - .892 
ti 17 
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.ALMA GRADE SCHOOL · 
INDEX OF CORRELATION 
PRICE PRACTICAL ORAL READING TEST 



























































ALM.A GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF C ORRELA T ION 
PRACTICA~ ORAL REA.DING·TEST--FRICE 
I 
Fourth Grade 
Pupil Words WordsWords Trans-No. No. Score Teacher's Price 
Mls- Put Left posed Words MiB- Ranking Test 
called In Out wards Read takes Rank-
ing 
A . 2, 31 2 2,712 16 16 
B 6 57 6 4,563 13 15 
c 4 58 ' 4 4,855 .12 14 
D 4 63 4 5,525 15 13 
E 3 1 72 c4 6,621. 14 12 
F 6 3 1 100 10 8,100 10 11 
G 2 85 2 8,104 .11 10. 
H 1 95 1 9' 195. 7 9 
I 2 1 102 3 9,608 3 8 
J l 104 1 10,200 8 7 
K l 121 l 11,074 9 6 
L 1 122 1 12,.000 4 5 
M 1 125 1 12,389 5 4 
N 2 1 133 3 12,706 6 3 
<) 1 151 1 14, 900 l· 2 
p 2 166 2 16,202 2 l 
Median 9,401.5 
54 . 
.ALMA GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF CORRELATION 
PRICE PRACTICAL ORAL READING TEST 
.AND TEACHER' S MARKS 
Fourth 
Grade 
Ranking Ranking D -D D2 
Price Test Teacher 
1 2 1 l 
2 1- 1 1 
3 6 3 9 
4 5 1 1 
5 4 l l 
6 9 3 9 
7 8 1 1 
8 3 5 25 
9 7 2 4 
10 11 1 11 
11 10 1 1 
12 14 3 4 
13 15 2 4 
·14 12 2 4 
15 13 2 4 
16 16 0 0 rro 
p = l - 6 x 70 - .89 -
16 (162 1.) 
.892 
\ ' 
P. E. - .6!l45 1 t = .05 
fl 16 
-r - .90 
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.ALM:A GR.ADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF CORRELATEON 
PRACTICAL ORAL READING TEXT--PRICE 
Third Grade 
Pupil Words WordsWords Trans-No. No. Score Teacher'sPrice 
Mis- Put Left posed WordsMis- Ranking Test 
called In Out Words Read takes Rank-
ing -
A 3 11 3 581 14 14 
B B 29 8 1,520 12 13 
c 5 41 5 3,160 13 12 
D 2 61 L2 5,706 10 11 
E 4 66 4 5,824 11 . 10 
F 2 68 2 6,405 9 9 
G 3 81 3 ·. 7' 511 8 8 
H 77 7,700 7 7 
I l 101 l 9,900 3 6 
J 4 118 4 _11,005 6 5 
K ',125 12,500 5 ~ 
L 1 137. .1 13,501 2 3 
M 2 1 155 3· 14 t 905. 1 2-

















ALMA GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF · 0 ORREL ATJI: ON · 
PRICE PRACTICAL ORAL READING ~1EST 
AND TEACHER' S MARKS 
Third Grade 
















p = -1 - 6 x 27 - • 94 -\ 
(142 ··14 1) 
P. E. = - .6745 l - .942 
v 14 


















= -t .oa 
. f)7 
.AL:MA GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF CORRELATION 
PRACTICAL ORAL READING TEST--PRICE 
Secrond Grade 
Pupil Words Mis- Wordswords Trans-No. No. Score T~acher 1 s Price 
called Put· Lef't posed Words Mis~ Ranking Test 
in Out Words Read takes Rank-
ing 
A 3 39 3 3,323;' '" 15 15 
I 
B 6 68 6 5,064 11 ~ ,I ! 14' 
c 4 63 4 / 5,525 : l 14 13 
. I 
D 1 l 1 68 3' 6,213 5 12 
E 3 72 3 6,612 12 11 
·F 77 7,700 9 10 
G 4' 90 4 8,217 7 9 
H 2 l 92 3 8, 609 . 10 8 
I 3 1 1 . 100 5 9,025 2 7 
J l 100 l 9,801 13 6 
K 103 10,300 3 5 
L 1 1 115 .2 11,103 8 4· 
M 1 116 l ,11,400 6 3· 
N l 117 1 11,500 1 2 



















ALMA GRADE SCHOOL 
INDEX OF CORRELA11 ION 
PRICE PRAC~l1ICAL ORAL READING TEST 
AND TEACHER'S MARKS 




































r i··- s!n2 1- 6 x 182 '= 1-= 1~/40 ( ~ n n -l) 15(225-1) 
P. E. = ± .6745 x 1- .672 = ±.6745 1- .448 • 
3.8 


















= 2,7 /40 .67 -. 
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Form B 
EXAMiNATION BOOKLET 
Examination Nu:mber ......... . Name ... ; .................... · ................ · .. ····· 
(First name, initial, and last name) 
Age last birthday ............ years. · 
tTell in figures) 
Birthday ..... ·., ............................. . 
· (Month, : day) · · . 
School .................................................... . Grade ............. . 
City .............. · .......... : ................ . Date ... · ............... ·· .... r9 .. '· .. 
(Month, day, · year) 
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TEST 1 
~allowing Directions 
A B C ~ E F G H .I J K L· M N 0 .P Q R ST U V W X Y Z 
Sample problem. Write the fifth letter of the alphabet ...... '. ..................... ( E 
Begin here: 
r. Do you understand that each letter is to be a capital inade like printing and put 
iri the parenthesis after the problem? If so, write Pin the parenthesis .......... ( 
2. Will you remember not to ask any questions during the examination? If so, 
write N .. .- ............................................................... ( 
3. Will you remember not to look toward the paper of any other pupil during the 
examination? If so, write . R .............................................. ( 
4. Will you remember not to turn over your booklet or any page of it at any time 
unless you are told to? If so, write T, if not, write N ...... · ...... · ......... ( 
5. Write the letter A ....... .' .' .......... · .................... " .............. ._ ( 
6. Write the seventh l~tter of the alphabet .............. 1 •• •••••••••••••• ~ •••• ( 
7. ·Write the same letter that you were told to write in the fifth problem ....... ( 
8. Write the letter which follows the fourth letter of the alphabet .........•.... (-
9· Write the letter which the letter M follows in the alphabet ............... ~ . ( 
10. If L comes after S in the alphabet,· write L; if not, write S ............. ~ .. ( 
II. Suppose all the odd numbered letters iri the alphabet (that is, the rst, 3d, 5th, 
etc.) were crossed out. The fourth letter left, not crossed out, would be what letter?( 
12. Write the letter which follows the letter which comes next after ·c in the alphabet.( 
13. If G and H appear together in the alphabet, write H, unless S and Y also appear 
together in the alphabet, in which case write S instead ........................ ( 
14. Write the letter which is the third letter to the right of the letter which is midway 
between Mand Q ............ ·: .· .......... , ..................... ·: ........ ( 
15. Suppose that the first and second letters of the alphabet were interchanged, also 
the third and fourth, the fifth and sixth, etc. Write the letter which would then 
be the 15th letter in the alphabet ......................................... ·( 
16. A certain letter is the second letter to the right of another letter. This second .letter 

















17: A certain letter is the fourth letter to the left of another letter. This other letter is 
midway between two other letters. One of these last ~wo letters is next after 
F in the alphabet and the other is just before L in the alphabet. What is the 
"certain letter" first mentioned? ................... ~ .................... '. . ( ) I7 
r8. If the letters in the word SO appear in the same order that they do in the alphabet 
and if the same is true of the letters in the word BY, write the letter Z. But if 
this is· true of only one of these words, write the last letter of that word.-. ...... C 18 
19. Fin~ a. certain !ett~r wh!ch, in th~s sentence, appears a seqmd time nearest the 
begmnmg. Wnte it, usmg a capital ....................................... ( ) 19 
20. ·Find the two letters in the word SYRUP which have just as many letters between 
them in the word as in the alphabet., Write the one of these two letters that comes 




, {up .... · ........ _(short, 
Samples: 
hot ............ (warm, 
down, small, low, young) 
ice, dark, cold, fire) 
DIRECTIONS. Look at the first word on each line, think what word means exactly the 
opposite of it, find that word among the five wdrds in parenthesis on that line and draw 
a line under it. · 
. Begin here : 
I. north .......... (pole, 
2. no ............ (right; 
3. bottom ........ (top, 
4. after .......... (early, 
5. easy ........... (long, 
6. enemy ......... (fight, 
7. fail. ...... .' .... (pail, 
8. strong ......... (man, 
9. pretty ........ ' . (good, 
10. obey .. : ....... (order, 
south, west, east, equator) ................ 
sure, yes, nothing, maybe) ........ : ·,: ..... 
side, cover, middle, over) .................. 
now, soon, follow, before) ................ 
quick, slow, difficult, common) ............ 
neighbor, friend, stranger, foe) ............. 
try, good, succeed, . ) ' Wln ........... · ........ . 
weak, small, short, thin) ................. . 
ugly, bad, crooked, : . ) . , nice ...... · .......... . 











11. sorrow ......... (sickness, · health, good, 
expand, 
joy, . pride) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 
12. contract ....... (small, · . shrink, stay, explode) . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
13. truth .......... (tell, no, liar, . ignorance, · falsehood) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 13 · 
joy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 14. hate ........... (enemy, fear, love, friend, 
15. accept ......... (receive, percept, 
16. economical. .' ... (cheap, stingy, 
17. destroy ........ (abolish, change, 
i8. never .......... (often, sometimes, 
19. treacherous ..... (friendly, brave, 
20. honor .......... (glory, shame, 
2I. constant ....... (always, fickle, 
22. hope ........... (faith, misery, 
23. because ......... (although, cause, 
24; but. ........... (and, nevertheless, 




spend) ............ · 
rich) .......... 




occasionally, always, frequently) 
17 
18. 
wise, cowardly,_ loyal) ............ 
cowardice, fear, defeat) ............ 20 
stationary, seldom, movable) ...... 21 
sorrow,. despair, hate) ............. 22 
maybe, since, therefore) ......... 23 
whether, even, never) ......... 
also, therefore, and) ....... ~ .... 
Score .............. . 
TEST 3 
Disarranged Sentences 
. !men money · for work .................................. (true false) 
. Samples: uphill rivers flow . all ............. : ..................... (true false) 
ocean waves the has .................................... (true false) 
DIRECTIONS. The words on each line below make one sentence if put in order. If . 
the sentence the words would make is true, underline the word true at the side of 
the page. If the sentence they would make is false; underline :.the word false. 
Begin here: 
I. give milk cows ........................ "· ................... (true .. false) · I 
2. sun night the shines at. ......... : ........... , ........ (true false) 2 
3. cannons loud make noise a. . . . . . ....................... (true false) 3 
4. months · warmest are summer . the ...................... (true false) 4 
5. of cups all made are cotton .......................... (tru~ false) 5 
6. · pens for used are writing ink and ...... , ............ ,<true false) 6 
7. are and apples long thin .............................. (true false) 7 
8. wood eat and good · to are coal. ..................... (tn,1e false) 8 
9. months there twelve year are a in ................... (true false) 9 
Io. made . chair~ wood are of usually ................ ~ ..... (true false) IO 
II. tails have all short very monkeys ..................... (true false) II 
I 2. people are many candy of fond ......... : ........... .' . (true false) I2 
I3. and cows from honey come bread ................ .' .. ·.(true ·false) I3 
I4. comes sky salt down the from ........................ ·(true false) r4 
I 5. ·earth and are the close moon very together ........ : (true false) rs 
I6~ water cork on float will and wood ................... (true false) r6 
I7. safer are at when lighted night streets ...... : ........ (true false) I7 
I8. run than some can boys faster others ........... · . ;· ; : . (true false) I8 
I9. boots for used and are shoes food ................... (true false) I9 
20. very the is a ground after rain dry .............. · ... (true false) 20 
. 21. get grow they as children shorter older ............... (true false) 2I 
22. and keep feathers the warm· fur animals ............. (true false) 22 
23. wind when the the all blows fall trees ...... : ....... (.true false) 23 
24. bushes trees. roots have. and their ground the in .... (true false) 24 
25. instruments typewriters musical are telephones and .. '.'.. (true false) 25 




DIRECTIONS. Rea4 each proverb, find the . statement that explains it, and put·, the 
number of that statement in the parenthesis before the proverb. 
Proverbs (Group 1) 
( ) The early bird catches the worm. 
( ) Don't cross a bridge till you get to it. 
( ) Don't cry over spilt milk. 
( ) Birds of a feather flock together . 
. ( ) Don't judge a book by its cover. 
( ) Paddle your own canoe. 
( ) A watched pot never .boils. 
( ) Cut your coat according to~ the cloth. 
( ) Empty vessels make the most sound. 
( ) Figs do not grow on thistles. 
Statements to Explain Proverbs in Group 1 
1. It is foolish to worry about things we can't help. 
2. People seek the company of those who are like them. 
3. If you would succeed; be on time. 
4. Depend on yourself. 
5. Impatience niakes the time seem longer. 
6. Don't worry over troubles before they come. 
7. Good does not _come from evil. 
8. There is no one so Wise that he is not sometimes a fool. 
9. Don't believe everything you hear. 
Io. External appearances may be deceiving. 
I I. Those who are the most boastful are the least important. 
I2. Make your plans to.fit the possibilities. 
(, ) The burnt child dreads the fire. 
( ) Rome was not built in a day. 
Proverbs (Group 2) 
( ) He who is in the mud likes to pull another into it. 
( ) Plants oft removed never thrive. 
( } Great ships require deep waters. 
( ) When the cat is away the mice·will play. 
( ) Half a loaf is better than none. 
(, ) The proof of the pudding is iii the eating. 
( ) A mill does not grind with water that has passed by. 
(. ) Every path has its puddle. 
Statements to Explain Proverbs in Group 2 
I. Time is required to produce anything of value. 
2. Failure follows frequent change of plan. . 
3. If we can't have all we want, we should take what we can get. 
4. Unhappy experiences teach us to be careful. 
5. We should take advantage of opportunities as they come. 
6. When authority is absent, evil flourishes. · · 
7. We desire most that which we do not have. 
8. A thing must be tried before we know its value. 
9. Every occupation involves some ·work that is not pleasant. 
10. Those in disgrace always want to disgrace others. 
II. What has been done can be done again. 
I2. Important work can be done only by able men. 
Score . ........ : •...• 
TEST. 5 
Arithmetic 
DIRECTIONS. Place the answer to each problem in the parenthesis after the problem. 
Do any :figuring you wish on the margin of the page. 
I. Ifa boy had I5 cents and earned Io cents, how much money did he have 
then? .......... · .................................................. ( 
2. At 3 cents each, how much wil~ I2 pencils cost? ...................... ( 
3. If a man had $25 and spent $I5, how much money did he have left?r .. ( 
4. At 4 cents each,. how many pencils can be bought for 36 cents? ........ ( 
5. A boy spent 30 cents and then earned 40 cents. How much more money 
did he have than at first? ....................................... ~ .. ( 
6. How· far c~n a train go in 6 hours at the rate of 30 miles .per hour? ..... ( 
7. How long.will it take a glacier to move 2000 feet at the rate of 200 feet 
? . . . . ( a· year ......................... ·,·· ................................ . 
8 .. If 2! yards of cloth cost 30 cents, what will rn yards cost? ............. ( 
9. If 3 pencils cost 5 cents, how many pencils can be bought for 50 cen~s ?( 
IO. If a man walks west from his home 8 blocks and then walks east 3 blocks, 
how far is he from his home? ............. · ....................... ,. .. ( 
II. If a boy can run at the rate of 6 feet in l of a second, how far can he 
run in IO. seconds? ....... , ................................. · ...... ( 
I2. A ship has provisions enough to last a crew of I5 men 40 days. How 
long would they last a crew of 30 men? ..................... ' ..... ( 
I3. One schoolroom has 8 rows of seats with 8 seats in each row, and another 
schoolroom has 7 rows of seats with 9 seats in each row. How many 
more seats does one room have than the other? ..................... : . ( 
I4. If IO boxes full of apples weigh 400 pounds, and each box when empty 
weighs 4 pounds, how much do all the apples weigh? ................... ( 
IS. If Town Xis I5 miles south of Town Y, and Town Y is 30 miles south 
of Town Z, how far is Town X from Town Z? ....................... ( 
I6. If a strip of cloth 24 inches long will shrink to 22 inches when washed, 
how long will a 36-inch strip be after shrinking? ..................... ( 
I 7. If Frank can ride a bicycle 30 feet while George runs 20 feet, how far 
can Frank ride while Georg~ runs 30 feet? ........................... ( 
I8. A hotel serves a mixture of 2 parts cream and 3 parts milk. How many 
pin ~s of cream· will it take to ma~e I 5 pin ts of the mixture? ........... ( 
I9· If 4! yards of cloth cost 90 c~nts, what will 2! yards cost? .......... ( 
20. If a wire 20 inches long is to be cut so ,that one piece is f as long as the 
other piece, how long must the shortest piece be? .................... ( 
) cents I 
) cents 2 
) dollars 3 
) pencils 4 
) cents 5 
) miles 6 
) years 7 
) cents 8 
) pencils 9 
) blocks IO 
) feet II 
) days I2 
) seats I3 
) pounds I4 
) miles I5 
) inches I6 
) feet I7 
) pints I8 
) cents I9 
) .inches 20 
Score .............. . 
DIRECTIONS. Each problem asks 
a question that is answered by a 
.numper. . Write ~he answer to 
each problem in the parenthesis 
after the statement of the prob-· 
lem. 




Fig. I Fig. II 
Look at Fig. I. What number is in the circle but not in the rectangle? ...... · ... .". ( 
L What number in· Fig. I is in the rectangle but not in the circle? .......... : ...... ( 
2. What number i~ Fig. I is in both the rectangle and the. circle? ........ · .......... ( 
3. Look at Fig. II (at the right).· What numb~r is in the rectangle but not in the circle 
nor in the triangle? .................................................. ~ ....... ( 
4. What number in Fig. II is in the rectangle and in the triangle but not in the circle? ( 
(The remaining questions all refer to Fig. II.) .-. 
5. What number 'is 'in the circle and in the rectangle and in the triangle? ... · .......... ( 
6. What is the smallest number that is in the triangle but ns>t in the circle nor in the 
rectangle ? ·. : . . . . ·. . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ .· ( 
7. What is the largest. number that is in the circle but not in the triangle nor in the 
rectangle ? . . . . ~· ... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .: . . . . .. . . . ... " . . . . . .. ·· . ( 
8. Write the number that. is in the lo~est space that is in the triangle and in the circle 
but not in the rectangle .............. : ............ · .......... -.. : .............. ; ( 
,9· Find the geometrical figure (circle, triangle, or rectangle) that has the least number 
of spaces in it. Write-that number of spaces .................................... ( 
10 .. How many spaces are there each of w~ich is in all three geometric fig~res_? ......... C 
l 1. How many spaces are there each of which is in one and only one geometric figure? .. ( 
12. How many ~pac~s ~re there eachof which is in two and o~ly.two geo~etric fi~ures?( 
13'. We may say that space 12 is like space 3 because they are both in the circle and tri.;: 
angle but not in the· rectangle. Any space is like another which is in exactly the . 
1 ) 
) I 











same geometrical figures. Write the number of the space wh~ch is like space 6 ... ~ .. ( ) 13 
14. Write the number of the space which is like space 1 ................... ~ .. : •.. ~ •. ( ) 14 
15. How many other spaces are there like space 9.? ... ; ....................... : ...... ( ) 15 
16. There is no other space like space 5, so we may tall space 5 unique (yuneek). Any 
space is unique which has no other space like it. Examine spaces 8, 9, 10, n, 12, 
and 13 in order until you find another unique space. Write its number ........... { ) 16 · 
17. How many unique spaces arethere in Fig. II? ..... '. ........................... ( ) 17 
18. What is the greatest number of unique spaces which. it is possible to make by over-
lapping a circle, triangle, a11-d rectangle? (You may draw. any figures you wish on 
the margin of this page) ........ ; . .- ........... , ..... : .... ; ................ / .. ( ) 18 
19. Also what is the least number of unique spaces possible? ....................... ( · ) 19 
20. What is the greatest number of spaces which it is possible to make by overlapping a 
circle, triangle, and rectangle? .................................... ~ ........... ( ) 20 
Score .............. . 
TEST 7 
Analogies 
! finger : hand - toe : ( ? ) ..... foot, knee, arm, shoe, : nail Samples: clothes: man - fur:. ( ? ) .... coat, animal, hair, skin, cloth tall: short- fat: ( ? ) ..... : .man, wide, thin, boy, heavy 
DIRECTIONS. The first sample means : Finger is to hand as toe is to what? Underline the 
word on each li:µe that should go in the parenthesis ·in place of the question mark . 
. · 
B.egin here : 
r. foot: man -·hoof: ( ? ) .......•.... leg, dog, horse, boy, shoe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r 
2. J~hn: boy-:- Mary: (.?) .......... Bessie, James, son, girl, mother.. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
3. book: author - statue: ( ? ) ....... sculptor,, marble, model, magazine, man. . . . . . 3 
4. boy: man - (?):·sheep. : . ~ .... : : . wool,_ ·Iamb, ·goat, shepherd, .dog. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
. 5. wood: table - ( ? ) : knife .......... cutting, chair, fork, steel handle . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
6. elbow : arm - ( ? ) : leg. ; ; ......... foot, knee, stocking, toe, heel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
7. uncle: aunt- son: ( ?) ........... brother, daughter, sister, father, girl......... 7 . 
8. clock: time- thermometer: (?) ... watch, warm, bulb, mercury, temperature.... 8 
9. electric light: candle - automobile: ( ? ) .. carriage, electricity, tire, speed, glow . . 9 
IO. pitcher': milk-· ( ? ) : flowers .... ·.: . stem, leaves, w,ater, vase, . roots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO 
u. order: confusion-· ( ?.) : war.· ...... gu~s, peace, powder, thunder, army . . . . . . . . . II 
12. ice: water - water: ( ? ) ........... land, steain, cold, river, thirst . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r2 
13. moon: earth - earth: ( ? ) ......... Mars, sun, clouds, stars, universe. . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
14 .. food : body - ( ? ) : engine .... · ..... wheels, fuel, smoke, motion, fire. . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
15. wire: electricity: ( ? ) : gas ......... flame, spark, hot, pipe, stove . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
· 16. book: knowledge - ( ? ) money .... paper, dollars, bank, work, gold. . . . . . . . . • . . . r6 
r 7. telephone system : city - ( ? ) : body .. arteries, nerves, arms, clothes, skeleton. . . . . . · r 7 
18. Congress: United States- (?):city .. mayor, council, .city attorney, committee, .citizens 18 
i:9. oil: toil~ ( ? ) : hate .............. love, . work, boil, ate, hat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
20. sewing machine : needle - typewriter : ( ? ) .. pin, cloth, ink, pen, page. . . . . . . . . . . 20 
2r. beautiful: appearance-sweet: ( ? ) taste, beauty, sour, ugly, nice.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2r 
22. ·sorrow: misfortune - joy: ( ? ) ..... grief, happiness, . hatred, success, pride . . . . . . . 22 
23. fear: anticipation - regret: ( ? ) .... memory, hope, sorrow, hate, forget. . . . . . . . . . 23; 
24. physics·: motion - ( ? ) : blood ...... temperature, body, veins, physiology, geography 24 





I. blue, yellow, black .. ; ............ sky, red, ocean, dark, flower . . . . . . . . . I 
2. plum, apricot, . apple .............. tree, seed, peach, juice, ripe. . . . . . . . . . 2 
3. cup, plate, saucer .. : .... : ........ fork, table, eat, bowl, spoon ....... ·. . 3 
4. horse, pigeon, cricket ............. stall, saddle, eat, goat, chirp . . . . . . . . . 4 
5. boat, horse, train~ ............... sail, row, motorcycle, move, track.. .. . . 5 
6. fall, walk, turn .................. down, stand, street, around, ride . . . . . 6 
7. shave, chop, whittle ........... : .. razor,. beard, knife, .shear, wood ... :.. 7 
8. stocking, flag, sail. ............... shoe, ship, staff,> towel, ' wash. . . . . . . . . 8 
9. ·circle, triapgle, square'. ........... round, draw, ellipse, cube, · lines ... · .. ·. 9 
Io. Roy, boy, toy ................... name, play, girl, doll, joy. . . . . . . . . . . . IO 
II. large, red, good .................. heavy, size, c<;>lor, apple, very ..... : . . II 
I 2. speech, messenger, - telephone ...... street, mail, send, pole,' hurry . . . . . . . . I 2 
I3. smuggle, steal, bribe ........... : . mean, · take, · beg, lie, bad .... : . . . . . . . 13 · 
I4. pride, fear, sorrow ............... habit, love, niemory, · life, thought . . . . 14 
IS. loyal, brave, sympathetic ......... generous, rich, wise, strong, well...... IS 
(Go on with problems I6, I7, I8, I9, and 20, 1in exactly the same way.) 
Sam0 G & ___________ ~ 8 ~ 0 G 
16. ~ · ~ · ~ ·-·-----"--- [ZJ . ~ D ~· tQj 
17. [@] @ ~------------~ ~ @) ~ & 
' 
18. (@J rTil1J $&_,_7-------· ~· ~ (@% @ ' ITfil] 
19
. 88 <¢;> @ ___________ {} 0 ~ 0 w 
20. ~ 8 . @ .. -----------~ . ~ ·~ . ~. © 
TEST 9 
Narrative Completion · 
DIRECTIONS. For each numbered blank in the story, choose the best word. of the three 
in the list having the same· number as the blank. Underline the word. you .choose. 
You may write these words in the blank spaces if you wish, but only the underlining 
counts. Do nothing about the blanks that are not numbered. 
The Wonderful Little Bag Underline words· here 
Once upon a ............ ; . there was a young 
• (1) 
.............. who .was very . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . He 
I . (2) . ) (3) 
went from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . to .... ; ..... ~ . . . try-
. (4) 
ing to find . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . But he was hardly 
. . (5) 
able to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . enough . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . to 
(6) 
buy .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . One day h.e sat by the side 
of the road, .............. to .............. ~ what 
he would do next. 
(7) 
". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... almost starv~d," 
. . (8) 
he said. "Soon. I shall not be ... ·. . . . . . . . . . . to 
(9) 
............... " Just then. he ............. . 
around and ........ · ...... a .............. stand-
crn> 
ing beside him. 
"I have · ............. what you ............. ," 
(11) 
said 'the dwarf. "Here is a ... ; . . . . . . . . . . . In it 
(12) 
you will find . . . . . . . . . . . . . You will ........... . 
.. (13) (14) 
find it empty. But if any one ever ............. . 
you for a .............. of your .......... · ... ·., 
(15) 
do not fail to give. some to him." The young man 
took the bag, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . it and .............. . 
. . (16) 
till he was no · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
After this he was 
of enough to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and 
an idle 





'the .............. ,a............ . ............ . 
(20) (21) 
............... asked. him for a share of his food. 
r. time 
























place tree l 
man woman 2 
strong poor· 3 
there come 4 
money work 5 
earn have 6 
think forget 7 
We .I '8 
strong here 9 
I 
dwarf tree IO 
can are II 
purse bag I2 
matches food .. 13 
always not I4 
some share rs 
ate drank. r6 
glad sure 17 
grew made I8 
walking coming 19 
bag purse 20 
farmer feeble 2I 
food something 22 
beg .dwarf 23 
selfish generous 24 
seized was 25 
"I have ...... : . . . . . . . . to ............... you," the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. said 
(22) , 
and w~nt on . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . At once the feeble old man began to grow smaller and smaller 
until he .............. the .............. . 
. (23) 
""You are a .............. man," said the dwarf, who .............. the .............. and 
~~ ~~ 
vanished. 




DIRECTIONS. Read each question and if the right answer, according to the story, is yes; 
draw a line under the word yes. If the right answer is no, .draw a line under the word no. 
But if you do not know the right answer, because the story d~dn't say, draw a line under 
the words didn't say. 
· {Was the story about two shepherds? .................... · .. (yes 
Samples : Were they both honest? .............. -......... ~ ......... (yes 
· Were they _brothers? ..................................... (yes 
Begin here: 
I. Did the first shepherd have a large flock of sheep? ................ (yes 
2. Did his sheep have fine white wool? ............................ (yes 
3. Did he have a shepherd's staff? ................................ (yes 
4. Did he .have a dog to tend his sheep? ........................... (yes 
5. Were there any lambs in the flock? ............................. (yes 
6. Did he go to sleep one day under a tree? ........................ (yes 
7. Did he sleep until late in the afternoon? ........................ (yes 
8. When he awoke did he see his sheep far in the distance? ...... , ... (yes 
9. Did he follow their tracks all the rest of the day trying to find them? .. (yes 
ro. Did he sit down when night came and weep over the loss of his sheep?. (yes 
II. .Did Mercury come up and say to him, "Why do you weep, my good 
shepherd? '' ................................................... (yes 
r2. Did the shepherd say, "Someone has stolen my sheep"? .......... (yes 
r3. Did· Mercury then lead the shepherd to some sheep that were feeding 
in a forest,? ............................................ : ...... (yes 
r4. Did the first sheep they found have silver fleece? ................. (yes 
r5. Did the shepherd wish he had the sheep with the silver fleece? ..... (yes 
r6. Did they come next to the sheep that belonged to the shepherd? ... (yes 
r7. When they found the shepherd's sheep, did Mercury say, "Are these 
your sheep? '' .................................................. (yes 
r8. Did Mercury give the shepherd two flocks of sheep? .............. (yes 
r9. Did the shepherd thank Mercury? .............................. (yes 
20. Did the shepherd tell his wife the story of how Mercury had given 
him some sheep with gold and silver fleece? ....................... (yes 
2 r. When he told the other shepherd his story, did the other shepherd 
immediately resolve to try to get some sheep with gold and silver 
· fleece ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (yes 
22. Did he tie up his dog, take his sheep to pasture, go to sleep, and let 
his sheep stray away? ......................................... (yes 
23. When he awoke did he hunt for his sheep? ...................... (yes 
24. Did Mercury hear him sob and come up and ask him the same ques- · 
tion he had asked the :first·shepherd? ......................... ;. (yes 
25. Did the shepherd say, "I have lost my sheep with gold and silver 
fleece" ? ; . ; .......................... · ........ · .................. (yes 
26. Did Mercury lead this shepherd to the same pasture to which he had · 
led the first shepherd? ......................................... (yes 
27. When the shepherd saw the sheep with the silver fleece, did he ex-
claim, "Ah, these are my sheep ; I know them every one" ? ....... (yes 
28. Did Mercury say, "You are a dishonest man. , These are not your 
sheep. Now I will take away your own sheep"? ................. (yes 
29. Did the shepherd beg Mercury to forgive him? ................... (yes 
30. Did the shepherd ever find his sheep? ................. : ......... (yes 
Have you heard this story before? .................... (yes no) 
no didn't say) 
no didn't say) 
no didn't say) 
no didn't say) I 
no didn't say) . 2 
no didn't say) 3 
no didn't say) 4 
no didn't say) 5 
no didn't say) 6 
no didn't say) 7 
no didn't say) 8 
no didn't say) 9 
no didn't say) IO 
no didn't say) II 
no didn't say) I2 
no didn't say) . r3 
no didn~t say) r4 
no didn't say) · rs 
no didn't say) r6 
no didn't say) r7 
no didn't say) r8 
no didn't say) r9 
no didn't say) 20 
no· didn't say) 2I 
no didn't say) 22 
no didn't say) 23 
no didn't say) 24 
no didn't say) 25 
no didn't say) 26 
no didn't say) 27 
no didn't say) 28 
no didn't say) .29 
no _didn't say) 30 
Score .............. . 
.. ·-STANDARDIZED TESTS-SILENT READING 
e:C .. , 
• Forru 2 · · · · · Class· Record Sheet 
Cit~C __ ·:_~ __ ::_:_:_ __ ':.L.-:~·.:.1~- -L~·.: _:~~~~Cs~h~~l~_:._. ~-~~~-~-~-~;-~'.:. ___ ~~L Grade_'-~-.:.-~:-~~-----~ 
Teacher __ _:.~ __ .;..;...;.:.~'.:...:._;.. ___ ------_;. __ :...;.:. _____ Date ___ ~ ________________ : _______ ::.~.:. 19J __ . ..;_ 
Rate Score Compr~hension Score Instructions· for Making the ··.Dis~· 
· . tribution. of· Pupils' Scores, and 
· for Finding the Median Score. 
''i.: ' The teacher must ·be · careful 
that her papers are grouped 
correctly by classes. If ·she 
Above 160 has but one 
grade of pupils, ............................... . ............................ say 5th grade, or but two 
151 to 160 ........................... ! .. divisions of one grade, say .. .......................... 5th A and 5th B, then her 
141 to 150 ............................ . ............................ papers are all grouped to-
get her and but one "dlstri- · 
131 to 140 .......................... .. ............................. ., bution" made . If, however, 
121 to 130 ........................ 80 & above. .. .............................. . she has parts of two or more grades, say part 5th and 
116 to 120 ---------·---- 70 to 79.9 .............................. part 6th, she must make two 
111 to 115 60 to 69.9 
or ·more piles of papers, one ......................... ·--··-··-··-··- for each. grade . 
106 to 110 ...................... 50 to 59.9 .. ............................. 2. Arrange the children's papers 
101 to 105 45 to 49,9 
for any class group in order .................... .. ............................ of the comprehension scores, 
96 to 100 ............................. 40 to 44.9 ............................. the lowest score on top. 
35 to 39~9 
3, To make the distribution 
91 to 95 ........................... ................................ _ called for, count the num-
86 to 90 30 to. 34.9 ber of papers whose scores .............................. ............................... fall within the successive 
81 to 85 -........................... ~ 27 to 29.9 ............................. groups listed. For instance, 
76 to 80 24 to 26.9 
· if the lowest score is 3.5, the 
............ ~:. .............. .. ....................... next low;est 5. 7, the next 7.1 • 
71 to 75 ............................. 21 to 23.9 .............................. 7,8, 8.3, and so on, you will put "1" in the group marked 
66 to 70 ............................ 18 to 20.9 .................................. "between 3 and 3.9:"' "2" 
61 to. 65 15 to f7.9 in the group marked "be-............................ ................................... tween 5 and 6.9," "3 .. in 
56 to 60 .................. 13 to· 14.9 .......................... the group marked "between 
11 to 12.9 7 
and 8.9," .and so on until 
61 to 65 ........................... ·-------------- the whole number of scores 
46 to 50 9 to 10.9 ........................... are recorded. · The sum ot ............................ these numbers must equal 
41 to 45 ......................... 7 to. 8.9 ............................ the number of children tak-
to 6 to 6.9 
hig the test. 
36 40 ............................ ....................... 4, The median score is the score 
31 to 35 .............................. 4 to 4.9 ........................ on the middle paper in the 
3 to 3.9 
pile of papers arranged ac-
26 to 30 ............................ .......................... cording to size of scores . 
21 to 25 2 to 2.9 ......................... If there are 35 papers, the ........................... median score fs the score on 
16 to 20 ............................ 1 to 1.9 ------------··· the 18th paper. If there are 
Below 16 0 to ,9 
36 papers, the median score ....................... -------------·· is. halt way between the score 
on the 18th paper and the 
Total 
I 
Total score on the 19th paper. 
5 .. Repeat 2, 3 and 4, for the 
Median Me9.ian rate scores. 
(This record sheet is to be re.turned to the Bureau. of Educational Measurement.."· 
.and Standards, Kans:l.s State Normal School, Emporia, Kan. A duplicate may be 
retained by the teacher. It n~ed, additional copl.ea of this record sheet will be 
sent free). 
~~~t=·~::fa:;.;b~~n ';;;"~~~~n ~~~t~trepres~Iit~ the numlier o~~,~-;,~d~: read~p~ 
·· minute when reading carefully, as ·tn this test •. The. comprehension score repi-e-
sents a measure of the pupil's ability to understand or comprehend what he reads.-
2 To find the rate score, find the sum of the rate values of all the exercises which 
the pupil has attempted. (The rate value is found at the left of the exercises). It 
the pupil has omitted an exercise, include its value in the sum because the pupil 
probab_lY. rea~ it. 
~ • • ¥ 
3 Write the rate score in the upper right hand corner of th" front page in the place 
provided for. that purpose. · · 
4 In finding the comprehension scm~e every . exercise is counted as either '.wholly 
right or wholly wrong. The correct answers are given below. Where the pupil's 
answer is not correct, cross out the comprehension value. of the exercise. (The 
comprehension value is printed at the right of the exercise). 
5 Add the ~ompre.hension values of the exercises answered correctly: This sum Is 
the pupil's comprehension score. 
6 Write the comprehension score in the uppe.r right hand corner of the front page in 
the place provided for It. 
CORRECT ANS\VERS i<..,OR THE EXERCISES 
. It the pupil is asked to underline a word, the word must be underllned and not 
nave a circle drawn around it or a check mark placed after it, in order for the exer-
cises to be counted as correct. lf the pupil is asked to· draw a line around a word the 
word must have a line drawn ar·ound it in order for the answer to be counted as cor-
rect. . . 
In certain of the ·exercises,. no directions are given for indicating the word and 
'l.ny kind of an indication, a line under the word, a line around thf. word or a check 
'l)ark is counted as correct. 
1. A line under farmyard. 
2. · Yes. 
3• ,- Blue. 
4. On the gate. 
5. , In the country. 
6. , . Pencil. 
7. · A line under dog. 
















'A line under productive. 
A line under ice. 
TEST III 
1. . A line under air. 
2. · A line under steam. 
' 3. · · A .line under prey. , ;", 
4. . A.line .under Italy._'-~.-
5. A line under bravest. 
6. A line under nionptony. 
FORM II 
9. Two. 
10. A line under autumn. 
11.· A line under gold. 
12. ·.Germany; 
13. Bed. 
14. A line around fall. 
15. A line under insects. 
FORM II 
8. A line under shadow. 
9. A line under nature . 
1 O. A . line under sad. 
.11. Man's ingratitude or 
tude. 
12. A line under desert. 
13. A line under drouth. 
FORM II 
7. A line around co id. 
8. More. 
ingrati-
Q , A Hne und.er-stock~. ~----.._,..--
10 . ..:....Lives., ___ -..:...:.'------<----~ 




Grade Ill IV v ·VI VII VIII IX x XI XII 
Pupils ........ 2050 2040 1976 1972 1328 1295 233. 191 167 90 
Rate ....................... 44 65 86 84 98 102 . 79... 83 87 87 
:Jomprehension. 5.2 10.6 . 16.5 19.4 22.1 25.7 20.0 . 23.8 25.4 26.5 
./ 





<'1.5 ,. ' 
' .· The door opened and· in came:~ \dog.• The- mice :. ' __ 
·jumped off the table and· ran into·, the hole ·in the.· 
'floor.:· iThe poor 'little .Country M.ouse; was so 
· frightene~ ! : . . -: -'. · · \.~ · .. , . Oompre- ," 
' wliit f~i~hten~i(th~ mice? . . ·1 '... . . ..:~:!
0~ 
\· - Draw a·line under the word that· tells ·what. it. I.7 · 
. was that frightened.the mice~. :., ' ' . ,.._. . ·.-
' "" " .. ·· :: .. ':.-: .. ... . ·'.: ..... /,, ... . . ·-·.· > ·... " '· ' :: . 
' "boy; .. woman." c~t: .trap•, man i\, dog wirid.~'. 
:'.~··.·. :. ' . .. :.: ... · ·.• ~ . \ .· . . ·.· . ) ' ,• ' 
·· No."_s·. "' '' ~' : 
The \volfput hi'~-pa~s onthe wind~w .. When the 
goslings sa w·,thel white feet. they thought . it· .was 
their-mother~. Th~y opened the door, and _in came 
the .w,olf. ·: ·· -; ·· · . , · · .. · ..:~ ,· · 
. . .·: . - . '·. ' . ·: i 
· · .: ~What did the goslings thi;nk it was at the door? 
. f~fh-ifr. clii~ken • .:d~g-·. >m~ther·.' 
·,,'1;. 
> ;·:·=.' '{, 
·. \ ,.;... _______ ·-~~:.~~;. __ , _ _:..;._-:~ 
. ·. ~ >-. :::· ' : ' . .. . , , No. 10 ·. . . . ~ ... "J •· 
'f '_,, I .,.. . . •· ;.',' . - . • :~ .. ·· '' •.. . \" 
"The· golden rod is yellow, · .. · " .. · 
· ._·· ._:·The corn' is turning· brown,'. . ~ ·. · . , 
·The trees in· apple orchards . '·· '' · · · .. 
. .·· With fruif are bending-down/' . · · · ·: 
. Draw a li~e under the: season of the year you 
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·" ·10 ,. ·. 
, .-- (· 
' . ~ - " . 
. >'·. ::. .. : .. "~·::;)~<:::)::::,: ,·rfo.6:':/ .:;i·\i::·:~ . ·;·\,, . . :· 
:<;It was the garden-land.of AritiOch,'with not ~(fo'ot'. 
Jost. to labor. Even the ·hedges, besides the lure: ·of· 
'.'shade,. offered· passers-by sweet promises· of. wine. . 
:~nd clusters of purple grapes. Ov~r· melon patches;· l } • I' 
;~nd through apficot and fig tree groves, and groves - · Compre:. -· : . · 
of oranges and limes ·'the whitewashed houses Of. henslon r 
;:t~e farmers ~ere_ s_eeri~· .. : < _ · .. ~. : .. .. . ', , · .v~.~8_> .. 
· ~.-'Draw· a· line under the word given' below .. tliat , · ·. -' · · 
• tells what kind of land this was. .·· ' '. \ . .' · ·' , . 
'f • ~ fl.i' ' • 
' ' ){illy: .. r>rod ucfi~e. i~f~rtil~~ 
.-.,,,.~\,~,_., ,~·~--···1·''. J ·.~·-· 
1~--~---~---~~.....;;..~;.;.___;~..;;.___;~.;__....;;;.;....;...,...;__~-I 
. .;;:.,.-·· ·· . :· No. 7.•. . .... ·. ',.· 
":no~n swep(tl1~-~cliiil '.win<l ·fro~,.th~ mou~tain ... \ 
, 'peak, .. ;.:.,,·:> ;i-; ,..,:.·<~·: ,· __ ,. .. ' · j · ';..· 1 .,. ... • ·• · ,, '; • ,l ..,,. , ,-, 
. . ·From the snow five thousand summers old;· . 
· It carried a. shiver· evei·ywhere · · · . · · 
From the unleafed boughs and' pastur'es'bare; 
':The ·little brook 'heard it and built· a roof: 
'Neath which he could house him winter-proof;_ ·. 
A.Itnight by the white stars' frosty gleams . · 
·He groined his arches and matched his' beams. "' 
·. :\·.Draw.a line .. under the word that you think the· 
. brook might huild .a: .roof of..>: : . ·" ,' '~ " ' ' -; " 
I • •' , ' , ' t \ ' I - '>' ., ' : ' ~ ' i 1 \ 
:' ~~~,'\,:{/:"'~' ·~ "\ 'i'o'/ r r >" '. .\'~\'/,\:' , I c",( •} ~ i W; : ( ~: 
·\·~shingles·.: -paper,,· ··grass. ·ice. 
' > ' ~ • ~i', '. I ' ' " - . '\ ). . \ \ 
. ~->.'.~~,-). ·( ,. >.·> .. No. 8 . 
_.:·:Judah-.v\ralked.t({tiie· pilot's quarter.<.so- ab-
. sorbed was .he ill thought.that he scarcely noticed: 
· the· shores of the river,.· ·which were· surpassingly . 
_beautiful/ with orchards'. Of fruits and .. vin~s. ,:. . · :_.. 
.<\· I! h() is irite.restec(in th~ beauties ~round hirri~ put . 
.·a .lme: under beautiful; ,1f these beauties have no 
interest'for him, put a line.under shadow;.·· 
... :;~,\~'.'·;;~(~ea~B~~L, ;shaaOw''.'::: i ...• , . ·. 
Oompre-
. henslon , 
Value " 
3,7 ": ', ', 
' ~ -
'· 
Colllpr6- • ' I 
· henslon · 
. Value 
\, 3,7 ' 
',"' 
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Score Pupils Making 
Score 
TABLE No. 2 
Scores for Correct 
Principle . 
Number of 
TABLE No. 3 
Scores for Correct 
Answers 





DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING TEST PAPERS. 
1. Each problem is marked for "correct principle" (P) 
and for "correct answer" (C). . . . . . 
2. Cross the values for :those , problems which· are incor:.. 
rect or not solved. . · · · · · · : . · · · · · . . . · -----1-----1·-----1----.;..._1.--.;...__----1-----1· 3 .. Find the suni of the ''P" values.of the problems cor-43 or 44 43 or 44 43 or 44 rect in principle. This sum is. the pupil's score for correct -----1-----1-----1-----1-----1-----1 principle. · · , ·. . . . . · ., 41 or 42 41 or 42 41 or 42 4. Find the sum of the "C" values of those problems hav-






-6- ------i-3-5-o-r-3-6·-. ----- of those problems done correctly in the specified time limit. · · ·· 6. Record these scores in the upper right-hand , corner of 
33 or 34 33 or 34 the first page of the test paper. " . , · 7. Below are given some general directions' for scoring ;...._3.;..;.~·-_'o_r_3_2_1 __ .. _ .. "'"'·,._, -'-1_3_1_o_r_3_2_1 _ __;_ ___ 1_3_1_o_r_3_2 ___ , ---1---'-- the test papers. Study them carefully before beginning to 
: 33 or 34 , · · ; 
29 or 30 29 or 30 score the papers~ ~ 
7_ (, 27 or 28 27 or 28 GENERAL. DIRECTIONS. 
·. 25 or 26 1. In order that a solution may be counted as correct in 
·--1-----1 principle the correct operation must be performed upon the ·. 23 or 24 · .23 or 24 23 or 24 · correct numbers. For example if a problem . requires divi~ __ __,,_--1-,--,,.--.,.--1-------1------1·----,1---,----1 '~ff 0~·22 · ., · : ' , ·21.or 22 _. 21.or 22· sion, the right number must be used as a divisor ... -----1--"-'--....:...;,._1.;.....;.....:.......:...--1------1-----1-----1 2. A solution is counted as correct in principle when the i9 or 20 · · 19 or 20 19 or 20 operation performed is based upon the true relations of the 
-__ .. -1-7.-. o_r_1_8_1 __ -__ ----_ -~------1 -_ --17_o_r--1-8~,-.' - ... ----~----_ --~"~.6.--,-____ .,.i-___ -17 ___ o_r_l_8 ___ , ___ -. __ ~-~--~------~-~ ----·-·1 nu:b;he ~aec~·tht~;;-~:pfdo~~~tk<~;·fh;:~~:S~~~~~d~~-,-·~~; 
15 or 16 15 or 16 15 or 16 is not to be _counted against_ him. Our thinking is psycho--·~·---1----~-----1----~-----1---~1 ~gi~L His oruy M~~~y ili~ ~~~~atioo~iliri ~,_1_a_o_r_.1_4_1_·_-___ 1_1_a_o_r_1_4_1 ____ ~--~-o_r_1_4_~---~is~utionbebaseduponilie~uerclations~iliequantitieL ·_ ,ii o:r 12 11 or 12 11 or 12 4. Errors in denominate numbers (such as the number of -'-....:...--'--1-----1-----1-----1-----1-----1 months in a year,. number of pounds -in a ton, number of ·'>.9..: o.r 10 · : 9 or 10 9 or 10 square feet in a square yard, .etc.) do not affect the correct-'--'----i-----i-_-7-0-r-8-•-----i--7-0-r-8-•·--'----1 ness of the principle. , · · · · 7 or ·. · 8 5 .. No credit_. is. given· for . a problem partially correct in 5 or 6 5 or- ·G 5 or 6 principle. In a two-step~problem; no credit is given uruess -----1-----1-----1-----1·-----1-----1 the pupil at least has definitely indicated the last operation. 3 or 4 3 or 4 3 _or 4 6. Answers are counted as correct oruy when the answer 





Median marked incorrect. ·1 Score. . . 8. If a pupil solves a problem correctly and then con~ 
· · When this Class Record Sheet .is filled. out, send. it to. the Bureau of Educational Measurements and Standards, Kansas State Normal school Emporia Kansas. · .. 
tinues with additional operations which are not .caJled for, 
his solution becomes incorrect in both principle and answer~ 
CORRECT SOLUTION AND ANSWERS 4. 1.00+.05 =1.05; $180 +1.05 =$1713/7, or $171.43, or 
.· ~: ' ; 105% ::;:$180:·., 
Test I. Form L . ·""' · · " 1 % =1 5/( · 
If multiplier and multiplicand are given in r~vers~ order, ac'.", . , ioo =·l11.3/7 or.·$171.43. 
cept as correct in principle. If answer is pointed off as $1.56, the 5. $187.50.+1250 =.15 or 15%. 
problem is correct in principle but has an incorrect answer. 6. 3,125X.438 =1368.75 tons of iron. 
1. $2 X78 =$156. . .. , . 7· .. $12,480 +1000 =12,480; $13.50 X12.48 =$168.48. It is 
2. $275 -70 = $205. If answer is pointed off as,; $2;05 the 'i.; necessary that $12,480 be divided by 1000 but this may be done 
-problem is correct in principle but has an incorrect_ ans'Yer. simply by pojnting:off~, + . . . , 
3. 1344+32=42bus. ·' · ··· ~·· ·· 8 .. 12X.331/3~4;l2....:4=8orl.00-.331/3=.662/3; 
4 .. 06X130=$7.80; $7.80X864=$6739.20; or 130)(864=·:; ::.'./ ·· .. 'l2X.662/3=8. The problem may also be solved using 
112,320; .06 X112,320 =$6739.20. If .06 is written as 6¢ count as .33 1/3 expressed as 1/3. However, no credit is given un-
correct. The answer must be pointed off to be counted as ·correct. less either 4 or the percent is subtracted. 
5. 20+19 =39. 9. $640 X.05 =$32. $32 X4 =$128 .. Any .correct method:<.of 
75 finding the interest is to be accepted. 
6. 95-75 =20. Some pupils will "'.:rite 95 which should be . :· ~; lO. $75,000 x.07% =$5,625.. . . ... .·> _: :·' ·;':.• 
20 _ ... 11. 1.00-.40=.60. -.90+.60:=$1~50, priceQf-the:pocketJ>.ook. 
counted· correctiricboth principle and answer.' Also count correcf . . Also 60 % = .90. . . . , . 
. :\··' ·f\95· :· . - .. --~--'.,:13=.0U~. - .. ,_, 
;;,, 20 ";:\ 100% ~$1.50. ' 
75 . ., , ., , :':; -- 12." ··356.4 +9 =39.6;·average·rate oftraiµ.··· ""\·---·-:~·--------·---·· 
7. 72060 +60 =;=1201;. $.87X1201 =:=$1044.87. J ,. ,13~· _:$1.50X.10=$'.15; $1.50+.15 =$1.65, _sel~ihg :price; .~r, 1.00 s:: 'A.ccep't as· correct any one· of the .follo.~ng:. 7_. , . ,; . ; .+,1.0 ~1.10;. $1.50 >q:10 .:=$L65, selling· pri9e: . . . 
(1J, l4X2 =28; , 14 X2 =:=28;. 28+28.=56; . $_·0.~ )(M =$_1.68 ..... ····14;··-$167.40 X;331/3 =$55.80,-or· 
~l':c2f14x4~_{)6; $.'o3x56=$i.6.8.~- .;>.:· · -,~.·:.,:,:::··· · ·,. :$161..4ox11?=$55.so. 1 , • . • 
·'} >(s)' 1~f+14+14+i4 ~56;. $.03 X56·,;,,,·$1.68: '.· · ... · :,, ', · .. 15 .. :$3.00 +.16 ~/3 =$18 or $3.00 +1(6 =,$18. or 
... (4).$.03Xl4.::::42; .42X4~$1.68.,,.:; ~... :J!;: ;°.,·:·· . . '· i16'2/3%='=$3.00. . :. . ! .. ·-·· .. 
!t'·.3804lbs.'.X6=22,824,lbs ... ·. _::· .. :' ·~·>:· ':< • ..,,, ,,.,; ! . -- : ·~:' 1%~-~8. ; ·'" : ;.; :;:·: 
10>·· $60,00o.·~·$240 ;:$59,760. ·.Count as correcfiri principle anY: t . ·1003·=$l8. . . _ . . ...... -"···---· 
subtraction of $240 from $60.000 .. The 80 acres.ha:s:nothi~g:to do ":1 ·;,; ; '. : ~:. '"· .··:; ' i ., / .• ,.: 
with.the.solutio~.~;><'. •. · .;~~·'::·, '.'..'.: .. ··:: .. : , . . . .. " ..... - •·· . · · i --:··;:· :· ~E90RDING :T~E :~~p~ES----· ·· · ! ·:.·;··. :·~~~-'" 
11:·') X2 X~.~,~~ cti. ft::::,i~r~i v--· , ;;;"; b·i,_.-1,1sr .:1 : ··---·--.Aftef;. the .. tes't' p~pers have bee·n inar~e4 as direc~e4 abo~~, .the 
12. $15.75.-3=$5.25. ., ··~· ...... _,_: ~ .. ,, '<i! ,,fi. scores are;to·\b'e recorded on the other.side of this sheet.·, ·For 
13_. ;-.·,2.QX4~ =.$9 .. 60; .. J.9.60,f,:?.~ ~~-~., l~s~ •. :.i./~i( i?a,!;·~~~S~<? 'bt--· recording· th~ ·rate :scores,· sorti the. paP,ers iinto ·piles·~c~or~ing·::to 
solv~fPY~P~.<>v~r·tio,n~.:.~i ·.:;;;~:.\;;,.:"·;·:«;,r~ -.,,_ ,~;'.··· >, :._,,.:: :tdt .d: ! .... the ~<?~re~~:~:;i.s'iridi~ated by_tl~e!grouping of_~~o:r~~-~1! .. 'J1~.ble)·f()~~I~. 
14. '$35 X12 =$420. If the pupil does not k~-~VI t~e.,nun:ip;~~, ~f That is, place ill tjne pile those,'papers:'.h~vmg score~ of.: 5.t.or":;6, 
months in a year and uses some other number as 7, 9, 15 cou:r~t ... fo another-those- having-scoresf of .7 or 8, and so on.--,·rphen·re~ord 
· as correct in principle~-·w·r:y· ~n rf or1:.7 -.;..,,,.c:1D j in the ~ppro'priate places in Tabl~·'No .. ti: the_11.um.~_:r __ ?~~P~p~~s~~~ 
15. 12+20+8+14+32 =86 cents~ ~2.00 :-.86 =~1.14~, ,. · ! .. ___ .. ,each'pile:·.~:Xsimilar-procedure. i~,follo~ed!for recording;~~~:P~~.er 
.ni :b:.ffiO'.} ;>[; bJ:wiJ·) !!d H!hJifi::c~ ;; .ud: 1~1.}1'.' lit. ... ! . two score~:.:_.~-~·~: .. -.!~ ..... _,, ___ .).~..::: .. ~~--~~"-~-------------!: .... ...: ......... _. 
Test •II.£i<1Form·1:·;c.};::q »d • . r-·--- After'. the: scores have been recorded;. find the total of the numbers 
1;·:H~ +1/8 ;::7 /8 yds:cr I; 1i $!t~'::)~ -:~> 10 '; , . -'::n/!~':l i -----written!in-e.ach column:"· Thetotal.sJ1oul~ be the sum·fof; a,U_c~~Utp!IB 
"· . 2. 10-4 3/8=5-5/8·yds.h~-;r.; .· J'i.!Hii! • . t;;~.!f.! ':•rh ,tw;~i _ and shduid·equ~l:t:henumber of p_up~l~:!11;king ~~e tes~k-:.:·:~<'.-~:~·--
·~::'.>:": 3:JJ 31~5X63':;1984.5'gak~n!,~~·:. ~;;!_ ~Pi1~UP?:J N 11.:·r;EJj•_:ti.!!., ·~;.~·.· 1~";·~;· :The'me-cilan-:score .. oi'each··. table .. may be calculated :from ··tP.e: . . 
'.~~; .. :;;)}_'4;f~ 6·73/8 ~6 X8/3'=16<iays?i1;·~t:3.C:.!:i.~d}:Ht:~i'!<.•.!:r:q f1VJ_I1;:irf.':!~r;X;L;_;{distributi~ii-iicc,ord~ng-to'.the: lfSU_al -dir~ctiOns :!or-findin~··the, ID:e- ~::.;;:,+ 
~''.:£~j 5,:..;,:$1.90 +.2 =.095· 095 10 =.95 or 1.90..!..2 =$.95: . H:hJJ:\lt;t;.:h.r..'" .. • · ·. • · 'd(' • 1 .. ·~·""' 're:-giver~everal-plac'es~impler.i.metbod··::~··,.~·.· 
'~::'.:'.':~:.~·:,''.(1 .·.·s~·:''iAdditiofrof'alliitems.1:;A~s~;6.575:rf·:';<JJ:~::,;~xiJr.~;if.f?:!·~"T 1W;t-w~~~~~:_~:_'.oCscore~J~~·snian~is~-to~arrarige~~the·z:p;aper~"~in~~~j,,,.~ 
:~.;,::.::.-::.~?£'._lf>..,6_±3/5'.~196)(5/3.5=326:2/3'loavesJ1~i1.±.''!1~12:".1u~!~.'::"''.";::tS.:Order--according .to.the rate.score, ~pla.cirig the one:with.~he smal~est 
' · · · ·. 8/:\ $12.85X12 =:=$154;20;· $15UOX2%·=$424.05 or 2%:X.12 '7' _ score on the bottom. The score on the middle paper is; the median ---'--c- .. 
33; $12.85 X33 =$424.05~ ~-:·'·}. . ~~:?':>:t- J:'-~'~'~_.:·,~~-'-~·--·«·~·score;'lf'there are an·even number of papers there Will be~rio"middle . .. 
·9;• ·:$6;50+12.25+5.20+12.00'='$35.95.: :~.All· item~' ·must be one. In ~cli a case it is the average of the_ scores on the tw~_n,ii4!11e 
added in ;order to be· count~d- corre~t-in ·princi~le~ ·:; l:;. ::';.:::. : · papers:; ··.After the .rate ·median· is·found, ~he .Pa?ers must ._be.a:-
10. •:: 1 % X12 = 21 · cents." ' Count, as· ·correc~ ·_if· ~hese quantities __ ·- ranged i in . order .. according to '.the . correct, principle s;core.---This 
. are expressed in. decimal form. . :, . ; '.;' : : .; ''. ;.·; . l median I score is' found in the same '·way. : Repeat this procedure 
11.' $12~50 +6. 75+.42+17:30 +9.50+4_2.75+174.30 = ~263._52. ;--·· . for "firidirig •-t.he "median score f_or ,·co~re_c( a.risw~rs_. ~J··~-~:" ·:~.~-~- :-·_ 
-~~,·~$263~52-75.82=$187.70.·..0~:'.:Q·"~<;:.._l.!_:,__~·F."_~;;.;.c .... :~i:- . .:...::..'..'.::71- , __ .. -----.--~:·:_~--~-- -- ... :·. • .. · ... ··•· .. ~-. ! ...... - .. _____ _. .. 
12.~.:27/8X12=34%yds.';'.12~X34:~==$4.313i or $4'5/~6,;or·-·--·-··· , ,_ ._ .. ': ~ENTATIV~ STAND.t\RDS __ j .'· -::.: ;: 
.12Y2X2 7/8.,,;_~3515/16;.:$.35, ~5/16 x12.=$4.,~~:~:: ::~.~"~~-~.~.~ ~e~~~----- .. -~·The! ·staiidards-:given- oefow :were-~obtained· lioriif the~scores 
sary ,-~~at: the.: ~-·be~wr1tten ~n -the answer.··-.:_"· \-: ~:; f;:~;'·c:~f;.~-; lc .... _made .dn.:a. preliminary series; oLtests .i~; which these.~probl:ms. 
. 13. ·' 7,850 .-2,000-3 37 /40, _$3~90 X3 3~~4? .. ~.~.~~·3\_ ·,; ,.{ ;r-c'.; i occurred .. They must, therefore, be:cons1dered as onlr .. ~e:nt~t.1ve .. 
14• "·$35.75-$28.50 =$7.25.' ' " .. . · <.:."='. . ,.'i .... -i ,~~~·-~As·sc>'on-·a.s-·a sufficient-·nufub~r·· 0creturns ·from "these tests. are 
15. 500 +40 =123'2 ~u: : . • _ _ .. · . . :·: _·_:.·~: _ :. _, .. · ,·' .... _,." j ----received by:the .Bureau.of. Educational Measurements,:and·Stand-
v:li; •:i ·1·:·.·!f"i;;; o;(" ,·:;..~<:,'1 ·;._: •.::.. .:::-<·:,:·.-;;r .. ·• ,..r .... ·-.->r. ;J. • • ; ards, reVised.standards will be i!'lsue_d·and·sent to all whp contribute 
Test III. Form 1. : .;;: :."d i::m j . - . . ,. 
L'c-$56X~12%=$7 or $56 Xl/8 =$7~· rr. ::,. "''. ~: ~i -'~ . , l "." __ .!.~~!1:.!.~~~I~~-:~:.: _~ _ _L_ ... -------....'..:....;..:.~ - ..... L .. ·--~---·-·--·~L-..:_~~-~---.' __ 
2:·•i$19.2.50+$1750;:;~11· 1or .. l1%~ ., '.:;;±,<:':, .... :: ~;r:m:: l :t1;·Grade~:.:.'.:.<.b:.·:~ .. >:·.'.:~.~·;:::·'.·:,JV-. '.;·,,V' VI~ ·VII ·VIII 
3~ \'"°$2.25X~20 =..45; $2.25+45 =$2.70 or 20% of $2.25 =A5; o,r L:. Correct Principle,"P";'. ;.;;:~-.·; .:; :'·12·: .. .: 20 · .: :15 i!'· ;!~'. i~ ~::-': 










k piece' of .ribbon 4% yds. 
'long is. cut from a bolt con-
taining 10 yds> How many 
yards· are left? .. 
:4. ·If a horse eats % . bush~ls of 
oats >a:. day, how long .will 6 
·bushels last? 
5 .. vyhen a:·. 20-pouhd' cheese· . is. : 
worth $1:90, ho:W' 'much will a 




. · .. /·f ~·. 
. ·;,~ ' .. ·· · .. ·... . . .·:' 
6. FoJr io~ds ·of .·hay are to,·· be 
I •. put::intoa-barn. ·.:.The firsfload · 
·· weighs l.125 tons; the second, 
1. 75 tons; the third, 1.8 tons; 
· the ·kourth, 1.9 tons. Find the 
· w_e!ght of· ~he four lo~ds. . · · 
. ;~ •·, p -;;l . 
. · .. ·' ·~ .. ·c ·~,2 
"•>I :;:; ' . / 
7. ·'A i1aker used.3.:5 lb. ~f flour to ·.: 1 I a I9af of bread. How many. · · 
loayes could he make from a -· 
barrel (196 lbs.) of flour? 
. .· h ::~ . ' ' •. ' ' 
·.r .. i : : ''ci42: 
"'t>i .. I ' 
' . :.(~ 
8. · -.M~ telephone bill ·is $12.85 a 
. .ml'. th. At that rate how much 
.... sho Id I pay in. 23/.tJ years? 
. I 
.. p ,2 . '' ''' . 
··c]2 '·1· . ;-. ' 
' ·" 9. Aihaii 'sp~ncis $6.50 for board,· 
-· $12.25 for clothing, $5.20 for 
· · · · bodks, and had $12 .left. How 
. ·mapy dollars and cents had he· 
::.at}irst? · · 
p·-;;11 




: ~:'.if ~ :1 .. ' 
10. A.$oy saves ·.'1%. cent~ ·on a 
: piCture ·by doing his own de-
velbping and printing •.. ·Thi~ 
-makes a saving of·howmuch · 












Make out·· the following , ac- · - · 
M • count for a day:. . Cash . on 
hand, · . $17 4.30; . . Receipts, 
mdse,· $12.50, . $6·.75, $0.42, . 
·'$17.30, $9.50; $42.75;. Ex- .. 




Muslin is to, be bought 
new curtains,· each .requiring.'.. 
2 % yds. How much will_ the · 
muslin cos~ at 1 12112. cents a 
yard?·· · · ·--
'' ' .. 
A market man has· 7 ,850 .. 
pounds of ice puf into his 're-: ' 
frigerator at one time. How , · 
much does it cost, at $3.90 a ·: '· ' 




· 14. · A man bought. two·~ suits , of ·· ' 
clothes,· one costing $35.75, 
and the other $28.50. ·, How 
much more did the one cost ·. 
·than the other? . -. ·' · .... -._,., 
': 
15. · A farmer raised 500 · bushels 
of wheat on a field of 40' acres. 
What 'Was the average yield '' •,', . \ ('' .per acre: 
P=2· 
·c=2 '· .... 
' 1' ••• ~' 





. ~ . ; ' 
Rate Score . , 
Correct Principle., "P,'~ Score 
Correct' Answer, "C," · Scor.e 
KANSAS STATE .NORMAL SCHOOL 
Devised by Walter S. Moriro~ 
For Grades 6 and 7 · 
Grade ________ .: 
« 
Directions for ~iving the Test 
,The teacher should see that each pupil is provided with a we-11-sharpened penCii and . ; 
that·aU,,books and papers have- beeri removed from the desks; After telling the child~ 
.· ren not 'to _)Jegin work until directed to do so, have those! on .the front seats distrib:·. 
· ute the test· papers, placing one upon the desk of .each pupil in the class. Have eacil,' 
pupil ,fill in the blanks at the top of this page. and then make clear. the -following di. 
rections:' ';: - . ' ' - - - . 
'~'On the· other pages of this fOlder there are printed a number of problems. -You' 
are ,to solve ea~h p'roblem in the blank space to the right. Solve tlie .problems in the 1 
. way. thai ":Vou have .been taught. Arrange your work ~o tlrn.t_ it will be easily under~ \ 
stoo~ in marking the papers, but you are not e-xpected to copy it. Do not work·Qn a11.' · 
other paper .. Be sure to put down all of your work. Solve the problems in the ·order 
.fo ~hich they are given.· Work rapidly, but remember that a problem must be done 
· correctly to count on your score. Ask ·any questions which you :nlay have now, be-
cause~you cannot ask them after you begin work." , ' - ' 
. '.'Do \:not. explain the statement' Of any. problem. The purpose- of the test is to find, 
";'·:};'110wwell th~ pupils can understa1id the form of statement used in the. problems. -
. 'l'his is' uut intende_d 'as' a time test, but those who desire a rate score may do so by 
requiring ~ach pupil, to draw a line aroun.d the.numbe_r. of the problem he is working 
. on at the-end of 10 minutes. The pupils should then continue their work, until 
·they have, completed the test.· As soon as a pupil finishes collect his p~per. Collect· 
.an papers at .the end of 25 minutes. 
. . ; Directloi1s for scoring the test papers and for recording the SCQfE}fil are given on 
-· the : class re·cord ·sheet, 


Score Sheet--·: Practfual Oral .. Reading Test,. c>· 
City _______ State ________ School _________ Date _______ _ 
Age PUPIL'S NAME Words Miscalled 
\Vords · \Vords Transposed No. Words No. 
P.ut in Left Ont Words Read Mistakes SCORE 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Th,e score for each pupil is found by multiplying the per cent of words read correctly in the total number of words read, by the number cf words read correctly. _For example, as shown by the score of Ruth Brown: 160 is the number of words read correctly. 169 is the number of words read. Then 160 times 100, divided by 169 equals 95 per cent (count tl~e nearest ·number in per cent); 95 times· 160 equals 15200. The score of Ruth Brown is 15200. 
After the scores are made, it is very easy of course to make t.:ompari-sons among the individuals of a class and among classes in a school system. The .median grade is the mo~t satisfactory for a measure of the group~ It may be found by arranging the scores in a column with the smallest first and then the next smallest and the next smallest, etc. If there F~ two or mar~· with the same score, it should be set· down but . once-but in another column opposite-the number of pupils making each score should be shown. Adel the ''number of pupils'' column~ divide the sttm by two and you will have one-half the total number. of pupils H-i the class. One-half will be above and one-half below the median number, and the median number will be half way between the score wbich cor-responds to the first pupil above the n:cdian and the '.first pupil below. In the illustration which foJlows, the first pupil ab~we the median has a score of13,200-:--and the first below, 12,950. Half way between the , two is 1?,075, which is the median. If there were an odd number of pupils, say 31, in this example, the score standing opposite the 16th or middle pupil~ ·would be the median score. 
Illustration for a.· class of thirty pupils: 






. ' 112,760 
12,800 
. 12,905 
































Note-Following are the m~dians. made by about 200 children of : each grade. No. I shows the results. in Sepf., and No. II in May. There are no ''A'' and '' B '' divisions. 
Fall Medians 
Grade II. III. IV. v. VI. VII. VIII. 
Test No. I ........ i...., ....... ·5300 6425 9100 11808 12818 13440 14850 Test No. II: ..... : ............ 9372 10446 12895 16400 14876 14688 16005 
We will ~how revised standards: from time to_· time, and these will· be _,..... __ ,_:: ....... ,, ...... ,,t.....,,b7~~~t ·.~~. ~}I ,~~9-~~-~,~.J~e r~~!!~!-~, . .9L~~~-~!.t:~~~., .. !'2}~.:::P:Yric~~7-~~~id,- Okla~< 
SELECTIONS.T0 1BE.READ BY GRADE-·n. 
~ ' .' . 
TestNo. 1. 
·Here..~~ ~().p~,,~~~(,r,iy~~·., W.h,~t a pretty ~~Y 
~i is.! See.theprett~ i,ittlefish. ..The su~ . ·. · 
!t?Z:~:f 11~:~}t!~'.~~;f £e:£ ~:;::~by the 
f, 
n the, :Hveff~'' ShalF\Ve'.goto .the ,¥oods? ·Do you,:' \. 
l!!!lf: . . .:.« ::)/·:· .... ·,\.,_ ' :' . ! \ 
5 ike the .wood's?." .·x do1 •. ;}, j like t4e river: in·.th~·; 
! 1 oods·;« :The A4~;. r~ns bY, the' trees. I! ~uns :by the i (~i{~~;.'' if runS<o£:f~:~&.~ ~een ~oods.'' ~:birds · 
1 ike the' woods~•-i -The birds make n_ests here· m the 
,
1 
• »,.~ . . '.<f~;•:,;:,','"::,~ ~.; "t~·" !;: ;' ; { ",,.. j ., 
1rees. ·What rpr,ettY trees grow here! ... ···And he~e. are.'. · 
:· ;.·.·~·~~.··.; ,:,J;.,>·.:.i~~~ :--·~:·? .. ,· .. ::,11,1.iL,., · .... , · ;.-~··}·:.· ~. J,"·~: 




' ' i : ~. 
i',') •. , 
Lt~le''rabbit:. d6'YiJu lik~';t~e Woods? Do not rrin, ·' · ' 1 - '•. 
' .... , ..... ·:•." . ._Ir"'"' "" .. · .. · . . ·· ittle rabbit:. ,, rhave riot. a bow and arrows ... 
H·ow do i~u ~b .. Com~ ~nd play.with me. !have 
my qo~p~ . i #:Js:1,,~:'~-~~tt~Httle ~oo~. ·· .. ·.!~u ~~Y: rol!-it .. 
Run run and\n~ke'it :rqlL,:, See my kitty~ ': Kitty,runs 
. ' '" -'" '' .,, ,,; ',IU '.::J • ·.- ,.; .J ' ·, • ' 
;'with yo~.' ,,,;K_it_ty'r:can-!l~t roll the'lwop. , ~itty.can ro:ll 
f . • . ·, ·.. ' ·. . . .· .· .• 
your balL ... :lwilLrolUh ..e:b.alt to. kitty. Roll the ,, 
ball little kitty. Roll the red ball t? m~. · . You .. · '. 
' . ;~ii c{ · ,: :.·/t. . · · ; . : : ~: . ' : · · ·: · 
, pretty kitty! 
What is h~!er°'P :th~is fi6,vef'? Ithas'.wings. 
" . . . I 
It is not a bird. :.:·1tis·;like a' flower with wings. 
What.: is id:·/.~ 'if'i'~;·.~;;~;~tt~ little butterfly. . 'se·~ 
'r.-.i·;· .. "• 
· its pretty wfo'gs~ :'.";'·::i · · . 
:: ·' Se~ what I'ha~e,he:re. It 'is a 'little .r~bbit. 










:\1 .... , .. 





















· ·· j Test No·. 2. 
Loo~] there is a nest! The nest is in the tree. 
Who is inlthe iiest? . I see a little bird hi the nest~ 
See the bird fly over the tree! Fly to the ground, 
littl~ bird.\ Fly 'again to the tree. Sing a song to me . 
l 
Sing a song of. joy. Sing to the little bird in the nest. 
I 
Tell the little bird to fly away. The little bird sings 
. , a song. ·' \·see the little riest. See the Utt!: birds. I 
tell the -little birds to fly. I sing, Spring is come. 
! 
See the tr~e." 
Fly to the tree, little birds. Fly with me to the 
ground.·· . See me fly. Come fly with me. Sing, little 
birds.. Sfng a glad song. Sing, sing for joy. Little 
bird, fly to' the tree. In the tree is a little nest. 
Fly to the nest. Some little birds are there~ . Fly
1 
to 
the little birds. The bird is glad. He is glad the nest . · 
is in· the tree. He is glad the 
1
little birds are in the· nest. 
He is singi.ng a 'song. He is singing to the little 
birds in the nest. · He sings, "The rain is over.'.' 
The spring is come. There is glad news. I sing 
the glad news. Some little birds are in the nest.~ 
See the little birds. What glad news! What a 
song of joy! What joy in the tree! A little· 
squirrel ru.ns over the ground. He runs to the 
tree. In lhe t~ee is the squirrel's nest. . Little . 
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The Enid Events, Enid, Okla. , . 
THE PRACTICAL ORAL READING TEST •. 
Devised by E. D. Price. ,,, 
For Grade 2. 
Instructions to he Glveri .by :~rino~ncement t~ .Pupils of the Class: · 
: "We are going to become better acquainted with each of youby finding ho~ rapid-
ly and .accurately you can read orally. Each of you will come into the office and read· 
... to us for one minute. . Three of you will stand just •Outside the door .of .the office, and 
when we call, one will enter. When you come into the office, each will give his .. 
:name and age. We will then show you :where to. read and you may begin .at .once. 
When each has finished reading' he will .come straight back to this room and the teach-• 
er will send another to take his place outside. the office door. " , .. : .... _··.. . . . , . . . 
~'None of you need fear to come to the.-office for we are good· friends and will take 
good care of you." (The examiners now .go 'to, the office and the teacher selects the 
first group' of three and sends them at once to their waiting place.) ' . 
Directions for Giving the Test~ and Scoring. . . . . 
Two persons are required in giving the tests:._one to make the announcement hi the 
class rooms, and afterwards to direct .. each child how to proceed when he is handed the 
material to be read. He also keeps. the time with the .watch. The sec'<>D.d person re- ·· 
cords the name of each pupil,. :follows the words of the reading by means of a copy, 
scoring the number of mistakes, and the number of words read when ·the· command· to 
stop is given. He should mark each mistake as it is made-:--on a piece of scratch pa- . 
per. After the child has ·read,: transfer the .number of mistakes to the score sheet. 
The mistakes are marked on scratch paper like this: m - p -1- t; m standing for mis-
called words; p, for words put in; 1, for words left out; and t, for transposed words. It 
must be remembered that if a mistake is made and the child goes hack and corr'ects it, . 
_the mark against him for that mistake shall be erased. , , . . . . ., . . , 
For daily class room use, where the teacher desires to show: the progress· of the 
pupil by months or for any period of time, it may be, more convenient to simplify the 
manner of scoring. Mistakes may' be marked without noting the type of error. Types 
of, error need be noted only occasio,nally.. The score would be the same .with eithe;r 
. method. · , , · .:; . 
. . A very satisfactory way of keeping time with. an ordinary watch is as follows: 
The instant the reader·begins, place a 'dot with a fpuntain pen directly over. the point 
of the second hand. When the point again comes under the dot, the time is up. Erase 
the dot before another. reader begins. . . . . · ' ~ . . . . . . , 
All the children of a grade should read the same literature for the test: . 
. , There are two tests for each grade-number. one to be given early . in .the school 
year; and number two, near the close.· The pupils should never be drilled on the ·tests; 
·nor permitted to see them until they -read for the test. .. .. . ...... " '.. , 
·· ., Mistakes to b~ counted are: (1) Words:miscalled. (2) Words put in. (3) Words 
left out. (4) Transposed words. .. : , . · 
(a) .. Repetition of words is not considered a miStake as that: counts against the 
reader in loss of time. 
(b). Expression is not considered. · 1 • 
( c). A mistake corrected by the child is not counted against him. 
·Sample Score Sheet for Class 
1 . . 
Score Sheet-Practical Reading Test. , , , . . 
CITY--------'--=-- STATE------~~---..: SCHOOL ________ :_.:, __ 'DATE _____ :_.;. ____ _: ___ _ 
GRADE EXAMINED __________ .;. __ ...;..;__ TEACHER ___ _:,.: ___ -.-----:-:--:---:---------·, 
•,) Mis- . .Words Words ·1 Trans-., No. No; 
'Age Pupil's,Name I called 
1' 
put le:f t l , posed words · t mis.: • 
words: in out I words, read I takes · Score 
12 \ Ruth Brown / 9 
I 
0 I 0 0 169 9 15200 
11 Blanch Byrd 1 0 I; 0 0 159 1 
15642 
l I l 
SELECTIONS ;T<fBE READ BY .GRADE Ill. 
'' 
There was once a man ":'ho had several sons. 
He was not happy. :1 willtell youwhy .. The' sons·· 
'Yer,ealway~\1uafr~ling.' One ·~ay the. ~ather.call~~:.' 
therrt> ''Come here/''he 'said, "and. bring some little: · 
r~, . ~ , '. . ! .: , ' • .! • , , • -· , ~ : •• ' : • , ' , ; • • ·: ' , ; • 
sticks." So they an came around him. Each one · 
brought a. littl~- sti~k.- Then the' father p.ut. all'··· 
'• • ' . • ' . '· " ·, ; ·,,_ •. , i', 
the stic~~ togethe~·- :Ile tied them with a ~ord~ ~-
• ~ • . : t ' ~ ~ . ; 
They made a big bundle. : Then lie passed- the bundle , ·. ·· 
to his son~>'~~~Break it in two," he said.~ The 
sons'tri~d ~s h~~cl ~s they could~ .... But the~' could '· 
I , . 
not break' the bun'c:h.ofsticks! ·Th.eri.t:he:'father ·: 
s~id, . "Give it back to. me~'-~·. ;:.Th~Y. ga ~e, him. th~ pundle 
~nd.he ~bo!<ofi'\he,ctird_.:~;.+h.~'n'.h,e gave.on~ stfok ,, , 
' . <... : . . •. .' .... • . ' 
to each of.his sons ... "Can you break them no\v?" he 
~ ' • ' , . " . ' , : ' ' ! ; > ;' 0 ,I; : ' '. • .' '. ' . ' '. : • ·, ; : '.. I -, ' 
said. They, could' do 'it e~sily. : "My sons/' said 
the father, "do. not qu~rfeL If yo~ quar~el, you ' 1. · · 
cannotstand to'getheF: Help each other~: Kee!) 
togethe~ .lik~· the
0
b~rldle:of: sti~k~.':'.'!:f you: d~,--.· 
you,.~m al~.~~ strongY!·. 
.•1 
Be :you tb ~thers kind andtrue. 
• ! ,., \ I I: 'i, ,·'( 
·A_s,you'd have others .becto you;,.,. 
Hearts. like: doors will ope. with ease. 
To very, very little keys; 
And. cfob't f~rgef that two 6f •these. 
•'. ',• ,-, 
Are "T.hank you~ sir"· and_"Ifyou please.",. ' 
Politenes~'is to do, or sa;y I.· ; :' 
The. kindest :thing in the kindest -~ay. 
. Ki:hd hearts _are the gardens'; 
. Kind thoughts are the roots; 
Kind words are the blossoms; 


































Test No. II. 
J 
Tom and ~ack were playing ball after 
school onJ day, when their Uncle Frank 
called the~ to him. · · · 
, 'i . ' . 
HBoys,"he said, "my shop mll:st be swept 
I . 
every dayl Which of you would like to· do 
. I . 
it? I will]give you a penny for each sweeping." 
"Only a p~nny !" said Tom. "Who would 
I work for ~ penny?" 
"I would,'.': said Jack. "I'd like to." 
So Jack swept the shop e·arly every morning 
I 
before he''.went to school. · _ · 
One Saturday morning Uncle Frank ·took 
the boys t,o town ~with him. They went to a 
store full of toys. 
"What fin~ kites!" said Tom. "I wish I 
had one.": 
"rhey cost only fifteen cents," said the man. 
"I haven't: a pe1;my," replied.Tom. · 
"Did yo'u say they were fifteen cents?" 
l 
asked Jack, holding out a quarter. "I think 
I will buy:.one." 
"How did you get a quarter?" asked Tom. 
''By sweeping the shop," replied Jack. "I 
put the p·ermies into my bank. This morning 
I opened ~t and took· them out/' 
Jack bougpt a top and a large kite. Tom 
kept still for a long time and then he said, 
"A penny '.is good for something, after all, 
isn't it?" 
Hans was a little Dutch boy. I Almost every day 
his mother let him go to play with a little 
girl named Gretel. 
I One day when Hans started for home, Gretel gave 
l 
him a needle to carry to his mother. As he l . , 
walked alOng, he saw a hay cart, so he stuck the 
II · · 
needle in the hay .. · . l •' 



































. , The Enid Events, Enid, Okla; 
'. ··~ 
THE PRACTICA.~ _()R:.A.i:.{RE~~G TEST. 
Devised by E. D~rice~ 
'For Grade .3. 7 < 
Instructions t.o be Giv:en by:Announcernent to Pupils of t~~ Class: 
.. · :· "We are going to become. better acciuainted with each of y~u by finding .how, rapid-: ly and accurately you can read orally; Each of you will come into the office and read to us for one minute. Three of. you will. stand just· outside the· door of the office, , and when we call, one will . enter. When you come into the office,· each will give his name and age. We will then ~show you where to .read and you may: :begin at once. When. each has finished .reading he will come straight back to this room; and the· teach-
er.will send another to take his place out.side the office door. . . . .. ·' ,. "None of you need fear to come to the 6ffice for we are good friends and will 'take good care of you." (The examiners now. go. to the office and the teacher selects the first group of three and sends them at once to their waiting place.) 
· . . Directions for Giving· the 'l'est~ and Scoringi. · , : · ·: .! 
Two persons are required in giving the tests-one to make the announcement iri the class rooms, and afterwards to direct each child how to proceed when he is handed the material to be read. He .also keeps the time with the watch. The second person re-cords the name of each pupil, .follows the words of the reading by· means of a copy, 
scoring the number of mistakes, and the number.of words read ~hen the command to · stop is given. He should mark each· mistake as it is made-on• a· piece of scratch ·pa.; 
per~ After the child has :read, transfer the number .of mistakes. to the score sheet. The mistakes are marked on scratch' paper like this:· m.: p -1- t; ni standing for .mis"'.'· 
called words; p, for words put in; I, for words .left, out;. and t, for transposed words.. It must be remembered that if a mistake 'is made and' the child goes back and corrects it,~ 
the mark against him for that mistake shall be erased. . .· , . . . , . . . . . . . . ··:. · For daily class room use, where the teacher desires to show the progress ·of the pupil by months or for any period. of time,. it may. be. more convenient to simplify the manner of scoring. Mistakes may be marked without noting the type of error. Types of error need be noted only occasionally .. , The score wo·uld be the same with . either method. ' · · · · · · . '·· .· : .· .·. ·· 
···.:A very satisfactory way of, keeping .time 'with an. ordinary watch is.as follows: 
The instant the reader begins, place a dot with a fountain pen directly over the point of the second hand. When the point again comes under the dot1 the. ti:rµe. is up.; Erase the dot before another reader begins. · . 
!.· ~· All the children of a grade should read the same literature for the test. . . There are· two· tests for each grade-number one -to be given early in the school 
year, and number two, near the close. The pupils should never be. drilled ori the tests, 
nor permitted to see them until they read for the test. . . · .. . :. , 'Mistakes to be counted are: (1) ·Words miscalled: (2) Words put in. ',(3) Words 
left out. ( 4) Transposed words. ·. , . . .. . , : , ' (a). Repetition of words is not considered a· mistake as· that• coimts against .the 
reader in loss of time. _ 
:. ': · (b). ·Expression is not considered. : ' ' · · ·' 
(c). A mistake corrected by the child .is not counted againsp him. 
Sample 'scor~· Sh~~t for Class ' 
Score, Sheet-;-Practical Reading Test. : ,. 
CITY--'"------~-- STATE ____________ SCHOOL ____________ DATE--~---,----------
GRADE EXAMINED _____________ .____ TEACHER._~2;_~---~-:._-~---~~-.;,~~-------
I Mis- Words ·Words I Trans- No. No. 
Ag~. Pupil's Name I ~alled 
,1 
put I left . I posed "words. I· mis-words in ·out I words read · I ·takes Score 
12 j Ruth Brown I 9 0 I .0 , I : o 169 9: 15200 11 Blanch Byrd 1 0 I 0 , , 0 159 1 15642 r r. I I l 
-....... '_'· / SELECTIONs·'rO_~BE READ BY GRADE JV. 
·One night Tom ap.d his big brot~er .. camejo ·Uncle 10 
Jack and .askedJ~~~,to·.t~ll the1U.a,8:tory. be~ore ·: : .c ''\ . : 20 
t~ey went tq:b,ed. ';rhisis.:th~ s_tory he related .. d , . , 
to tliem:· . 
., ~ . t '. I 
DickWhittington· wasa yery'"poo~ 'boy~ ,.,'He .~as a 
fatherless and ·~oth~rless ·boy.:'.;\:H·e·h~d -ni>t:'a;;;·:. : . · '· · 
friend in.the.world. ,,He. w~s;'~\rerystro11g bo~~ .... 
, . ' ' • .. , ' ' ' \. ' ' ~ " ' • ' : '. ' • . . .• i ' ' .• • ' ) .; 
andwilling t'o·work~ 1.·Hefaid'beentold of•a/:·•:.• 
(.•.- '·:. . .• : "·. ·' ',. '. .. '':.<!'• .,._. ,·;; 
large city called London;' He thought that. he; . 
would·~.~:abieto'find·~ork'th~re~ ••. .. ' ·-· 
SO oiie spring morning he puf ~lfof his 'thing~,'''."1 ,. 
iri ~-:pack ~~cl ~tarted ·~ff fo~ .'.the ·cit;.··· :.:'Fie had · ' 
fo .w~lk aHthe\vki .. ·;Before :h~ ~eacil~cfth.e'.:Ci(v.: 
he had s'pent his 'last shilling. :He sat resting. · · ! 4 '.' ' '~ :, •I ; ' ' • '. - ' ; ,' ·,.' '· '. ' ' : : ' : .: • ' . ; '} J • •; ·: / . i .. ». ~ 
Qll a pile of•stones by the roads1de. •\!Just then< 'I !, 
~ dra~man was. driving by on his wa~. to ;the city .. 
"Will yoJ.i'ride \vith me.?:~ :said .. the man:· 
' - '. , ~ ,, " "' .;' ' '' .. • ! : ' .. ' ' - " .• _ ' . ' ',; . ~ . ) . . ' ; • . 
"l;shallbe most happy: to do so/~ was li~tle 
Dick's :reply~ :So .Dick Whittington. had a.ride_ 
all of t~e\vay~·,'.Wh~~ he.!,ea~h~d J-',(>nd_o~,_h~,di~ 
.not have anything to'cfobut '\Valk around·t~e'big' 
City.· He'w~uld walkup-:~~·e .str~et ~nd,then.dow~:·,;: 
~nothe~~ . · "·· '. · . .. 
The,~ouseidhoked 11Ji~·big'mansions·tO·him. 'Thf ·: : · ···" · 
shop.Windows were'beautiful sig·hts. iHe·had never 
seen a big shop before, and the lights looked.very • ., Jr.;; 
pretty indeed. ·'±h'en.'·fr grew'clark; as ~i~ht'~as 1 
. . ' ':•" ~ :-: ·-~(-: ;;·r,_·,·-.'···~ . ( ·~i~t(,' coming on. He did not know wher~ .to gQ. Jfo. sat 
down on the steps of a large house~: It :was not 
long tillhe fell fast asleep. · The owher of the 
hous~· up~n-:::co~i~g ho~e .. fbu~d hi~ there~--~·::~_:, .. -· 
, .1 - • • • , i , .• · \ir:-
"CO.me, wake up, my little man L. Hav_e_ YOl}UO pla,~e _ _. " 
.to·'go; Why are you asleep cm ~y steps?" . 1_· 
Thenli~tle, Dicktold him how poor he was_ a~d that 
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' -''.' .2 __ -~~~ Test No. II. 
' .. :··~-~ :· ~,f .'~ 
There :Wa& once a poor widow who lived in a little 
•.,,<J . . 
cottage. /In fron~ of this cottage was a garden, 
' . ' '~ . and in. the' garden stood· two rosebushes. One of 
-· ' .. ; f . . these rosebushes bore white roses; the other bore 
,• '. ~ ~.~ 
red roses~{ The poor widow also had two children, 
- '.,,,, ' .. . 
who were}o much like the roses that ·she called· 
one of them Snow-White and the other Rose~Red. 
' ·)~ 
They wer~ as good and happy and busy and cheerful 
as any chfldren in the world. Snow-white was more 
quief~nd:'gentle than Rose-Red. Rose-Red liked to 
:'~ ), . 
· run.abou1Jiri the fields and meadows, gathering 
. flowers an~d chasing butterflies. Snow-White stayed 
at horn~ .With her mother, helping her with the 
~ . .. 'l 
housewo1•k, or reading to her if there was nothing 
else to do!! - , ·. ' . d 
The two children loved orie another so much that . 
they" ~l~~h walked hand in hand when they went ' 
out togetHer. When Snow-White said; "we will never 
~ ''°"'I ' ' 
leaveone~~nother," 'Rose-Red answered, "Never, so long 
. as we li~~i" Then their mother would say, "What 
, ., ·Ht 
one ~a~, s.~e must always share with the other." · 
They oft~n ran about in the forest and gathered red 
>·:I 
berries. · tThe beasts never harmed them, and they ' -·.4:... . - ' 
were· not afraid. The little rabbit would take a 
cabb~ge l~af out of their hands. The deer would eat. -
grass at their side. -The stag leaped gayly by them. ... ,•/ .. .. 
The _birds 'sat in the trees, singing. all the songs 
that thei'.knew. No trouble ever came 'to them. If 
they st~y~d late in the forest and n_ight came on, 
they would lie down t_ogether on the moss and sleep 
·until mofning. '.Pheir mother knew this and was not 
· afraid/.Once, when·. they had been all night 'in the 
for~st, arid when 'the morning light had waked them, •. . ·1 • . 
they .. sa;w~a bea_utiful child in a shining_ white dress, 
sitting near their bed. The child got up and. looked 
at them ·kindly, but said nothing and went away into 








































· The ·Enid· Events, ·Enid, ·Okla. 
THE PRACTICAL. ORAL READING TEST. 
· Devised by E. D. Price. 
; ~. ! For· Grade" 4. · 
Instructions to be Given ·by Announcement to Pupils of'the:Ciass: ... ' 
"We are going to become better acquainted "with. e~ch of y~u; by findin~ :ho~ rapid-
ly and accura~ely you can read orally. Each of you will come into the office and read 
to us. for one minute. Three of you will stand just outside the door of the off ice, and 
when we call, one will enter.. When ;you come into the .office, each will give .his 
name and age. .We will then show you where to read and you may begin at once. 
When each has finished reading he .will come straight back to this room: and .the teach-
e.r will send another to take his place outside.. the office door. . .. , . ~ · 
'-'None of you need fear to come 'to the office for we are. good' frieri~ls and will take 
good care of you.'' (The examiners now·. go to the 'office .and the .teacher selects the 
first group of three and sends them at once to their waiting place.) · · '"··· · · · 
· Directions for· Giving the Test, and Scoring~ : ' 
. Two persons are required in giving the tests-one to make the announcelll:ent in the 
class rooms, and afterwards to direct each child now to proceed when he is' handed the 
material to be read; He also keeps the time with the watch. , •·The second ,person re- · 
cords the name of . each pupil, follows the words of the reading by means of a· copy, 
scoring the number of mistakes, and ·the number of words read .when· the command to 
stop is given. He should mark each mistake as it ·is made-on a piece ,of, scratch pa-
per. After the child has read, transfer the number of mistakes to the score sheet. 
The mistakes are marked on scratch paper like this: m - p.-1-t; m standing for mis-
called words; p, for words put in; 1, for words left 'out; and t, for transposed "words. It . 
· must be remembered that if a mistake •is made and the child goes back .and:_corrects it, 
the mark against him for that mistake shall be erased. . . . . .. 
- For daily class room use, where the teacher desires to show· the",progress· of the 
pupil by months or for any period of time, it may be :more. convenient. to .sitnplify the 
. manner of scoring. Mistakes may be marked without noting the. type of' error.' Types 
of error need be noted only occasionally.; The score would.·be, the ,sall!e :Wit4 .. either 
method. .· . . . 
A very satisfactory way of keeping 'time with an ordinary·watch· is: as follows: 
~ The instant the reader begins, • place a dot with a fountain pen. directly._ ov.er the point: 
of 'the second hand. .When the point· again comes under the dot, the time is up. ' Erase 
the.· dot before another reader begins.· , .· . . .. c • . • ... : • , •• f· .• : 
All the children of a grade should read the same literature for the test .. 
•There are two tests for each grade-number one to be given .early. in the school 
· year, and number two, near the close; The pupils should never be drilled on ~he tests, . 
nor permitted to see them until they read for the test. · · 
Mistakes to be counted are: .. (1) Words miscalled. (2) Words .put in.· (3) Words 
left out. (4) Transposed words~ - · · · ·. -, '· 1 .... -··".~'.t ·· \ -!-~.j,:_; 2 ~.< 
. . (a). Repetition of words .is not considered a mistake ,as ,that .c?unt~: agai~st, the. 
' reader in loss of time. . 
(b). Expression is not considered. · :: . ':. · · . · ; . .· · · 
. ( c). A mistake corrected by the child is not, counte~ against qim. 
· . Sample Seo~~ Sheet for Class · · · . · ~. · 
Score· Sheet-Practical Reading Test. . 
CiTY _________ .;. __ STATE _______ ..: __ ~-· SC:HOOL ___ ,;. __ -:-----'" DATE.:'""'.:-:~-..:~':'.".--:".::-::-.-:-· 
GRADE·· EXAMINED _____ ...::...__________ TEACHER---------------------,-~'."':"". __ _ 
' ' -, . . . :. : '. ; ' I ·~·:-: I . • • 
Mis-. Words Words . I .Trans- •; 
Age··. Pupil's Name called 1· put left I .Posed '~ :.-! ~ 
words in out I' ,words 
. 12 Ruth Brown 9 
I 
0 .I 0 0 ... I: 
11 Blanch Byrd 1 0 I 0 0 .. ·1· I 1 
- ' f .'. -
SELECTIONS TO BE READ BY GRADE V .. 
Test No.·t· 
It was' bitterly cold; .the ~ky gleamed ~ith stars, and 
not a breeze was .stirring.: [( ' ' , ' 
Bump! ail old pot was throw:rf at the neighbor's house-doors.· . 
Bang,!.Bangl went. th~ gun; for they wer~ wel~~ming'.~he,Neir Yea~.' 
It \Va~ New Year's Eve! .The church clo~k W~S;·;striking'h'·el~e.'; ' 
Th~ ~ail came lumbering up. . The great ~arri~ge stopped . 
a( theg~te ~f th{tow11 .. There .were ·tvvelv~ persons in it; all 
the . places were taken. · · · 
F ~ 
'Hur~ah, hurrah !" sang the people in the· houses of. the town~· 
' ' ' ' ' . - ' i ' - • . ' ~ ' . . 
for 'the New·Year'was being welcome.d, and as the clock 
. st~uck ;the; '.sto?~ YP with filled glass in hand; to\ drink"'. 
success· to the new-comer. : ' 
"_HappY. Ne':·Year!" was.the.cry~;_'-~A pretty wife, plenty 
of money, and no sorrow or care!" 
Thi~. wish. was. ·p~ssed ro~nd, ·and· then giass~s .were clashed ... 
... 
.-'tog~the~ ·till they· rarig· · a~ain, and in· front of the to~n . ' ·' · · · · · 
gate the post-carriage. stopped,with the strange guests, the . · 
twelve 'tr~ velers. 
And who were. these strangers? Each of them had his. ! 
passport and· his luggage with. him;they·ev~n brought ~r~~ents . 
for me and, for you and for all the peopl~ of the little lown. 
W~o are' they? · What did they want? and wha~ did they prillg 
with them? 
"Good-morning!" they cried to the Sentry. at the town gate'." 
"Good-morning!'' replied the Sentry, for the 'clock strUck 
twelve. . ; 
"Your name and profession?" the Sentry inquired of the 
OTI~ Wh() alighted first from the carriage. " 
_''See yourself, in _the passpo;rt,'~ replied the nian .. "!"am · 
myself!" And a capital fell_ow _he lookeq, ·arrayecf in· .a bea~~_kin
1 
.• 
and fur boots. "I am the.man on whom many persons fix their.;· 







































! Test No. II. 
·Long ago the King of the Fields and Forests walked . ~ 
about on this earth. All nature, from the lowliest 
I , 
. plant by the roadside to the giant oak of the forest, 
k 
rejoiced i~ his prese!lce, for the great King loved 
and cared '.for them all . 
I 
In those days the stalks of wheat were very tall and 
~he grains' of wheat grew up and down the stalks from 
top to bottom. 0.11 every stalk there were hundreds of 
. ' . 
p~ump, br9wn kernels. · 
·,1 . • 
One day, when the golden wheat was ready for the sickle 
i . 
.a mother and her son were walking·through a wheat 
field and c~me to a pool of water in the pathway. The 
- \ 
child amused himself by breaking off great stalks of 
... 
' wheat al\d throwing-them into the water. The mother stood 
' - near withbut saying oiie word to stop him. 
./ 
Just thenJhe King of the Fields and Forests came by 
~ ' 
and saw·the boy wasting the wheat.. He saw also the 
careless ~·other. The King was angry and called out in .. 
\ 
a voice lik.e thunder, "Is this the way you mortals waste 
the preciohs g~ain that.is given you for food? From 
this time bn, nothing shall grow upon the wheat stalks." 
1 • 
! ' 
Then the woman and all who heard him were terrified. 
\ 
They fel(upon their knees before the King and begged 
for mercy~ ",O ki~g, spare us," they cri~d .. ·"If yo~ do 
not give ~s back the wheat, we shall perish from hunger.'' 
When th~'.King ~aw their grief, l}e pitied them and said, 
"I' will an~wer your prayer .. But to punish you for your 
t •. 
wastefulness, the wheat kernels shall henceforth grow 
t .. only at tlie top of the stalk.'' 
I . 
And this. is why the ears of wheat are· small. 
































.. The. Enid Events, Enid, Okla. · 
THE PRACTICAL OR:AL .READING TEST. 
Devised by E. D. Price. 
F~~ Grade 5. 
Instructions to be Given by Announcement to Pupils of the Class: 
, ."We are going to become better acquainted with each,.of you by finding how rapid-
ly and accurately you can read orally. Each of you will come into the office and read 
to us for one minute. ·'Three .of you will stand just outside the door of the office; and 
when we calli . one .. ·.will enter. . When you come into the office,. each will give his 
name and _age; · W~ will then show: you: where to read and you may begin at once. 
When· each has finished reading he will come straight back to this room and the teach-
er will send another to take his place 'outside ,the office door.: 
.. · "None of you need fear to ~ome to the.office for we.are good friend-s and will take 
good care of you." (The examiners now go to the office and the teacher-selects the 
first group of three and sends them at once-to their waiting place.) 
Directions for Giving the Test, and Scoring. · · 
. . Two persons are required. in giving the tests-one to make the announcement in the 
class .rooms, and afterwards to direct· each child how to proceed when he is handed the 
material to be read ... He also keeps the time with the watch ... The second persori re-
cords the name of each pupil, ·follows the words of the reading by means of a copy, 
scoring the number of mistakes, and the number of words read when the command to 
stop is given. He should mark each mistake as it is made-on a piece ·of scratch pa-
. per. After the child has read, transfer the number of mistakes to the score sheet. 
The mistakes are marked on scratch paper like this: m - p -1- t; m standing for mis-
called words; p, for words put in; 1, for words left out; and t, for transposed words.·; It 
·must be remembered that if a mistake is made and the child goes back and corrects it, 
the mark against him for that mistake shall be erased. . . , · . . 
For daily clas~ room use, where the teacher desires to show· the progress of the 
pupil by months orfor any .period of time, it may be.more.convenient to simplify the 
manner of scoring. Mistakes may be marked without noting the type of error. Types. 
of error need be noted only occasionally~ The score would be ·.the .same with~ either 
method. . . . 
A very satisfactory way of keeping time. with· an ordinary watch is as follows: 
The instant the reader begins, place a dot with a fountain· pen directly over the point· 
of· the second hand. When the point again comes under the .dot, the time is up. · Erase 
the dot before another reader begins. · . · .·· . . . · . 
. . . All the children of a grade sh9uld read 'the same literature. for the test.' 
: There ·are two tests.for each grade-number one to be given early in the school 
year, and number two, near the close.. The pupils should never be drilled on the tests, 
·nor permitted to see them until they read for the test; · · · · 
.Mistakes.to be counted are: (1) Words miscalled,. (2) Words. put in. (3) Words 
left out. ( 4) · Transpo'sed words. · 
(a). Repetition of words is not considered a mistake as .that counts against the 
reader in loss of time. 
(b}. · Expression is riot considered. 
· (c). A mistake corrected by the child. is not counted against him,. . 
· < Sample Score Sheet for Class · . 
. Score Sheet-Practical Reading Test. 
CITY ____________ STATE_.:::._._:.__;_ __ ·..:.:.:.. SCHOOL ___ .:._:...-'--'--- .DATE ___ '.""'."" _______ .;..:::..:.-
GRADE EXAMINED--------~-------- TEACHER~--------------~------~-----
.. Mis- Words Words I Trans- No.- No. 
Age Pupil's. Name called I put left I posed words ·1 mis-
words: in. ·.out ·words read takes ·Score 
12 Ruth. Brown 9 0 0 0 169 9 I· 15200 
11 Blanch. Byrd · 1 o· 0 0 159 1 I 15642 
l 
SELECTIONS TO BE READ BY"GRADE VI.. .• 
· · : r. ~ ''.(,est No. I."; 
J,, 
Tobacco is harmful to the young.· A dose of poison which 
. .. ~ ... . . ' 
will kill a child may_ d<;> but little harrp. to a. man.~ . ">Tobacco 
is certain to hurt boys more than it does men .. The poison 
makes fhe body gfow slowe~. . ·. '";. i.· 
A larg{nufuber {}{-measurements made by .Doct~r Seaver showed·:· .. 
that 'the boys who did not use tobacco gai~ed ,in f 9ur . t _, 
years, -~ne~t~entieth more in weight an~. one~fourth more 'in 
girth and height than the users of tobacco. These boys were· : 1 
~ I '. ! ' • • • , ' , , 
between sixteen and twenty-two years of age. It is likely that 
" '• .( •' I ·, , ·. ··'>, - . ' ' ' ' .. '• '; 
tobacco will have'a more harmful effect.onyounger boys. 
: _I. : ' ' ' • ' • ~ l - ' ,. • ; • 
·Laws to keep the young healthy.~Boys ought to be wise and ,, 
1 ' ~ ~ • - .$ ~ 
brave enough to let alone what keeps their bodies from growing 
and hurt~, thefr he.alth,·.but s~me wili n~t do. iL .Fo~ tgis, ·; 
·~eason, some. countries ar~ trying t~ _save th~ health of thefr . . · · ' 
boys by making laws against the 'use of.'tobacco .. 
The.Ge~~aris,-a few yearS'ago, passed·a:law;in .the~riland . ·. 
forbidding all boys and girls under. sbdeen y~ars of age _to 
use.tobacco in:any.form.' 'Seeing.the-good results bf'this fa\Y. 
'. . ,, ' ,' ·:.·. ' ' ' ·., ; ; 
in GermanY,, and the ha~rn that tobacco was doing ~he boys tn 
the United States, the Emperor of Japan proclaimed this 
la~: i'The's~okin
1
g of tobacco by minors under;.the age of 
twenty is :Ptohibited." · . · · ; 
Ill our· own countr.y several states have.passed laws 
against the use of cigarettes by boys. One country after· : .. 
another is learning that if they \vant strong m'en to fight, to 
work, and to win, tobacco must not'be allow_ed:to :weaken·the 
bodies of the young. ., · , · 
How the White Man becorries a Slave.-Before ,the Civil 
War, the black me~' of the South were slaves. ''rhey coiild not do 
as they pleasedbecause they· belcmged to the.ir masters whom 
they :must obey ~r ~lse they-would ~uffer pt~~ishment.·-.···No .. 
boy can begin the use of tobacco without the danger of be-





































Test No. II. 
It was al1*ost sleepy time now, and at Grandma's 
only, sleepy time meant story time. Mary was snug in bed 
and Grandma, at her u~ual post, the low, straight-backed 
chai~ by the bedside. One more story must be told and tht!n 
the two comrades would part company for the night. 
The sweet spring smell and the sound of the flowing 
_river came in at the open window. Nobody spoke of them, 
but they ~rought a glad message that was felt, and presently 
Grandma.said: "I must tell you_ tonight about the little creek 
that rippled and flowed year in and year out, and is 
flowing totday, just the same I haven't a doubt." 
"T:Q~t's li~e poetry, Grandma; surely it is." 
f . 
"Is it? !Well it's springtime, and everything and everybody 
make poet~y of some sort. I h~ve been thinking all day about 
\ . 
the old m~adow beyond the or~hard." The 'greens' are ready to 
be pi~ked+.-I know ~ight where I want to find thei_n-~nd 
the· little 'blue roosters' are in th.e grass, too. The straw-
berries are in blossom-never, never was anything so good 
as .those ~ild strawberries." Grandma shook her head-"No 
such thin~s nowadays.;, 
"The creek-you said the creek is there now." 






twisting ~nd turning through the meadow. It would go 'tinkle, 
. \ 
tinkle, tinkle,' in some places, and 'gurgle, gurgle, gurgle,' ., 
in others,· !always running along as if in a great hurry. 
. l 
Its· waterJ were as clear as crystal and looked like a streak 




























.. The Enid. Events, Enid, O~la. 
THE PRACTICAL.ORAL ;READING TEST. 
Devisedby ~· D. Price. 
·For Grade 6. · · '· 
.. Ins~ructions to be· Given by ·Announcement' to Pupils of ·the ·Class:' --
: · "We are going to: become ·b~tter acquainted with each of· you 'by finding· how ~apid­
ly and accurately you can read orally. Each of you will come into the office and read· 
. to us for one minute. Three of you will stand just outside· the· door of the office, and 
when we , call,. one will . enter; . When .you come into the office, each will give his 
name and age. · We will then show you where to read and you may begin at once. 
When each has finished reading he will come straight back to. this room and the· teach-
er will send another -to take his. place· outside. the office door; ' · ' ·; ' · · ' ' " · · 
· '.' "None of you. need fear to , come to the office for we are good friends and .will· take 
'good care of you/' (The examiners now go to the office··and' the teacher selects the 
first group of thr.ee and sends. them at once to .their waiting place.) · 
. ~ Directions for Giving the Test, and Scoring. ~:.;" \ · , 
, . · .• · Two persons are required· in giving the tests-one to. make the announcement. in the 
class rooms, and afterwards to direct each child how· to proceed when he is handed the 
material to be read. ·He also keeps the time:with the watch. The second person re-
cords the name of each pupil, follows the words of the ·reading by means of a ·copy, 
.scoring the number of 'mistakes, and the number of words· read when. the command to 
stop is given. He should mark each mistake as it is made-on ·a piece of scratch pa-
·per .. After.the ·child has. read, ·transfer the number of mistakes to the score sheet. 
The mistakes are·marked on scratch paper like this: m - p -1- t; m standing for· mis-
called words; p, for words put in; 1, ·for words left out; and t, for transposed words> · It 
: must be remembered that if a mistake is made and the child goes back and corrects it, 
the mark against him for that mistake shall_be erased; 
, ."· For daily Class room. use, where the teacher desires to show the progress of the 
pupil by months or for any period of time, it may be· more convenient to simplify the 
manner of scoring. ,. Mistakes may be marked without noting the type of error. '.fypes 
of error need be noted ·only occasionally .. · The sco're would be the same: with either 
method. . . . , .. • .. , .. ·. .· . . . . . . .· . . .. · . . : . · . . 
A very satisfactory way of keeping time· with' an ordinary watch is as ·follows: 
The instant the. reader begins, place a dot with a fountain pen directly over. the point 
of the second hand. When the point again comes under the dot, the time is up. · Erase 
the; dot before another reader begins .. i . ·.' • , ••. ·; 
All the children of a grade should read the same literature. for the 'test: 
Theri>'are two tests for each grade....:.:..number one to be given early in the school 
year, and number two, near .the close. The pupils should never _be drilled on the tests, 
nor permitted to see them until they read for the test. · , : · · · 
• · Mistakes to be counted are: (1) Words miscalled. (2) Words put, in. (3) Words 
left out. ( 4) Transposed· words. 
(a). Repetition of words is not considered a mistake as that· counts against the 
reader in loss of time"'. . 
(b). Expression is ·not' considered. . : 1 " • 
( c). A mistake corrected by the ·child is not counte,d against him., 
. Sample Score Sheet for Class 
Score Sheet-Practical Reading Test: 
'CITY __ _. _________ STATE--~------,--- SCHOOL------------:- DATE.::_.:.~-:--:-----:---.:. 
.GRADE EXAMINED_.:.--:.:.._. ___ .:..''.:.. 7 -:-.---.:.. TEACHER"'.-----.,--".:'------------.--.----- .. 
·• . . I Mis-. I Words I Words. I Trans-·\ ·No .. · I No. 1,. Age Pupil's Name / calle~ I . put / left .· I posed words. I mis-
· \ · :words. · . m · out • words read · takes I Score 
12 Ruth Brown I ,9. :; .. ' 0 , I 0 0 1. 169 9 I 15200. 11 Blanch Byrd 1. 0 /. 0 0 ~ ; I 
159 i' , 1· 15642 ., . 
I 
i ~ ' 
l I 
. : <. - ~ SELECTIONS TO BE READ. BY GRADE VII •. 
~est No •. I.~ . 
: ·1 .... ' 
THE BAT.TRIBE. 
1. Most of us have seen a BAT,: as if flies 
" to and fro in the dusk; uttering from tirrie to 
time its sharp,., shrill squeak. How many. of , .. 
us know what it·is, and what place it holds·' 
I ' \ ~ 
'in the arrangement of nature?.:·,·:. ·. . ': 
2.:~ .until·quite lately nobodi knew at an,~ '' 
and alri10st every writer 'on. natural histor'y". 
altered its .position.. Some writers placed it 
with the birds, because it was able 'to fli _; ·, 
through the air;' others 'thought that it ~as 
the connecting link which united the birds:::,: 
with the mam~als, and so· on. ,: At last, ·.however; 
it has: been'discoveredthat·the bats rank : 
'far.higher in the scale.~of ·creation than.w·as': .. 
thoughtto·be the c.ase;:arid that they·should 1 
in: :reality b{ pladed .next· to .the ·monkey tribe·. 
3. The food of most ·Of the bats consists ·. 
.chiefly of various small inse.cts, wh~ch ~r~ ·to : .
be found upon the wing during the hour of .· 
sunseL.· If is evident ·enough, therefore; that. 
these animals inust be supplied with the means 
of chasing arid eaptu,ring their.prey intheair,, : . 
and we find accordingly. that the bats are s.upplied 
with wings. . 
. 4.,:' These wings, hoFever, :areiformed 'in a 
. very different ·manner from those of the birds, 
for they,have;nO feathers, alld the whole:~. 
· st~ucture i~ e~tir~ly dis,tinct. · In o~der fully 
to' uriderstarid 'their: formation we must inspect 
·the skeleton, in order to see how the bones 
are adapted tO the1ife and· habits Of the· 
animal. . . ·. · . ' ' . 
5. Now, although .the\ bones of the skeleton• 
are almost precisely the same in number ·and 
position as in the. monkeys,· they are yet 
greatly_ modified both in size and form; The·· 
bones which. form the palms of the hands, -or 
"metacarpals," for instance, are lengthened 
to a surprising degree, the middle finger being . 
actually longer than the head and body together. 
The thumb, however, is quite small, 
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Test·. No. II • 
. f, A TRAGEDY OF THE UPLANDS. 
The Quail' and his little brown wife were -sunning themselves 
in the gre~t bare spot urider the bushes by the 
draw. It ~ad been a summer full of unusual labors for the ' 
.happy paif. Spring had opened warm and sunny many 
days b~fo~e the ordina~y time, and the little wife h~d not 
bee~ long in filling the cozy nest they built under the sumac 
. bushes with a constellation of speckled :White and brown . · 
eggs; and,almost before the June roses nodded with their 
· ·soft scarlets along the edges of the ravine, a restless .brood·. 
of youngs~ers, voracious for all the insects of the field, required 
their undivided care. 
.. Then/ long before the summer was well spent, this 
brood was'1 turned loose amid the ripening corn to shift for 
· themselve~. The- little brown wife made her ariother nest,--
this time imder the shin-oaks on the edge of the hill; and 
J - -· 
again a restless brood marched behind her across the fallow 
grounds aha into the patch~s of cane and kafir, pecking 
I 
the chincli-bugs here and there, and .now and then 
· picking -u~ a s~ay grain that had fallen from its ripened, 
open husk. And now this family, too, had passed from 
their paternal care. They could hear the weaker and more 
timid one~ even now calling whimperingly from the cane 
patch on ~lie hill. But this was a day when the Quail and 
his little brown wife, forgetful of the long summer's constant 
· cares, we~e givi~g thems~hres over to the pleasures of 
the auttimn time and renewing their love-making, neglected 
· so· long a~id the ha;.d toils of the brooding- and the breeding 
season. ·i. 
What a blissful day it was to this faithful couple, as 
:' i . 
they sunned themselves in the sand below the bushes by the r 
draw! In'. the early morning they had stuffed their crops 
with fat grasshoppers too stiff to jump away, and the insects 
lazy fromtthe chilly night. They cheeped and twittered to 
each othet in the love-language of their ancient tribes, and 
if ever a Quail and his little brown wife were happy and 
· ·- content, their duties '\vell performed and without thoughts 









































, The·Enid. Events, Enid,· Okla~· ·'"·?,t} 
THE PRACTICAL. ORAL I?E~DING TEST. 
Devised. by: EJD; ·Price. 
For Grade. 7. • / J J: 
Instructions to be Given by Announcement to; Pupils of: the· Class: 
. . 
"We are going to become bette~· acquainted with e~ch of yo'u by finding how rapid-
ly and accurately you can read orally: . · Each of YQU ·will come into .the office· and. read 
to us for one minute. Three of you will stand just outside the door. of the office, . and 
when we call, one will enter. When you come irito the office, each will give his 
name and age. ·We will then show you where to read-. and you may begin at. once. 
When each has finished reading he will come straight. bac.k to tpis room and the teach:-
er will send another t9 .take his place outside .. the office door/·~ · · · · · · · · · · \ ;: · · 
. "None of you need fear to come to ·the. office for we are good friends and will .take 
good care of you." (The· examiners now go to· the office and- the .teacher selects the 
.first group of three and sends them at once to their waiting place.) ·. . . . · ·. · , .. · 
: · . Directions for-Giving the Test, .and Scoring.· : .. ,:· '; " 
:.. Two persons are required in giving the tests-one to make the announcement i,n the 
~class rooms, and afterwards to di.rect each child' how tO proceed whenhe· is handed the 
material to be read. He also keeps the tim_e with the watch.·:~ The second person re: 
cords the name of each pupil, f o}lows the words: of. :the. reading .. ,by. mearis . of: a . copy-, 
scoring the. number of mistakes, and the .number of· worCls read when the· command to 
stop is given. He should mark each mistake as it is inade.....lon a piece of scratch. pa-
per. . After the child has read, transfor . the number, of. mistak~s to the score. sheet . 
. The ·mistakes are·marked on scratch: paper like this:. m.- p ~ 1- t; m standing for mis-
. ·called· words; p, for words put in;· I,· for words left ·out; and t, ·for transposed . words.· It 
must be remembered that if a mistake is made arid the ·child. goes :back and .corrects it, 
the mark against him ·for that mistake.s.hall be erased. . ..•... ; · . ·:·. '. : , , . . . .... 
. .. ' For daily class room use, where the teacher 'desires to show. the progress· of ·the 
pupil by months or for any period of:time1 it may be, more ~convenient: to, simplify the 
m~mner of scoring. Mistakes may be marked without noting the. type of error .. Types 
of 'error need. be noted only occasionally. . The· score· would be the same with .. either 
·method. ' ·: :; • .. ; . 
'. '; A very satisfactory way of keeping time with an ordinary. :wa:tchis. as follows: 
The instant the reader begius, pface a dotwith a fountain pen directly'i:>ver the point 
· of the second hand. When the point again comes ti.rider the dot, the tim·e is up; Erase 
the dot before another' reader begins. . · . . , .. 
All the children of a grade should read the sanie lite.rature for the test.·· .. : 
There are two tests for each grade-number b:rie to be given early in: the school· 
'year, and number two, near the close;:. The pupils ·should never: be: drilled on the test~; 
nor. permitted to see them until they read for the test., , , ... · , .. · ., . . . . 
···:··Mistakes to be counted are: (1) .Words. miscalled.· '(2).Words :put in .. : (srwords 
left out. ( 4) Transposed words. · . . . . ,, . . '. ·. t.,.; ; .. '. . . . . . 
. · (a). Repetition of words is not considered .a ll1_istake as, that .counts .aga:il,1.~~. tl~e 
reader in loss of time. ·· · · · ' · ·· ·" ... · · ··· "· · 1 · • • · • · ' • ' 
· (b). Expression is not consldered. · : ' c 
(c). A mistake corre~ted by the child is. not counted.ag~inst, Ail!}; 
· · Sample Score Sheet for Class · .. ; 
.·· · Score Sheet-Practical ·Reading Test.'·.. . .. ·. · . .. . .. 
CITY~~---.: ___ .:._·~ STATE ______ ..;r~-.-:J.iscirno·L-~..,~ 7 ~~·-~-:-:-' DATE __ ~·--·--:-::·~~~-,6~:: 
GRADE EXAMINED-------~---------. TEACHER--,--;---,-..,---.-,---'."".---:"."---:--.-:-;- . 
Mis- Words Words I Trans- No~ No. 
Age Pupil's Name / called I ·put: I left.:· I· :posed· ' .words I, ·mis-·· 1. Score: . \ words in out·' I· words · read I fakes 
12 \ Ruth Brown , / 9 .0 I 0 0 I 169 .. .9 I 15200 .. 
.,.11 . Blanch Byrd · 1 0 
l 
0 0 l .~ 159 ... 1 l 15642 I . · · · I 1 ] . I . ~ 
SELECTIONS TO BE READ BY GRADE VIII. 
. Test No. I. 
. ·BIRDS". 
BIRD,S are to us like a great many other blessings of Iif e, ~ 
so familiar that we forget their worth:·,· We regard · .. 
them with matter of fact eyes as we do the sunshine, the 
gr~en of the grass, .the sheen of, tli~ sunset glo~. on summer.<< 
eyenings, and all other beautiful things which' we could not 
get ·along ~ithout. r It is only :when w~ think about them ,: · 
·hard that we realize fully ho"\V: wond~rfuUhey. are, arid .. 
then, especially if \ve are sentiriiental, we love them so much .· 
tliat ~ .tig~1tness comes. tip in our throats an4 _our hearts hurt 
because of sheer gratifode. 
·. . To. the lumber.ing human .creatur~ 'who must need~: keep 
his feet l1POn the· firm earth .for saf etY, all winged· things 
typify fre.e~om, light,'.·air, song. and_ happi~ess, ~nd the mere 
sight of a ti:hy bird sweeping' into .'the vastness of. far off 
skies'makes us thrill with a sense of gladness ~n its ~cstasy. 
No one views it' without a bit .of envy. Th~re is such a joy 
in its movements, such a sweetness in its song as< it mounts 
upward toward the sun, that we seem to feel its own gratitude 
for the blessing of flight. Since the beginning· of time 
b.ircis hav~ been' ~ symhol of-good to man-~ . The G~rden 'of. 
1 
. 
Eden was melodious with them; a dove went from the ark ' 
and. brought back to Noah the olive branch'; and the legend 
says that ~hen th~ cross stood ~pon' Calvary, a little ~obin 
' ; '• . 
·fluttering riear with sympathy for· the dying Savior' received 
'Cm its throat a dro1f of blood from the He.art of Jes~s, .and 
so it has 'been a Robin Red Breast ever since. 
There are so many difr'erent' kind~ of birds just as 
there are so many different kinds of people that it is hard 
to classify them all together, but the'«)hes we know best 
' < • \ :;..:.. 
are the ones in 011r ffW~ country and thBrefore most_dear. 
to- us. They have so many attributes and habits which 
· we ought to posses~ but sometimes do,-:~ot~·- ·They are industrious, 
but while they work .they also sing. ; .They are faithful 
during the mating season, and not one shirks its share 





































J Test No. II. 
< l ! THE ~AL~ OF THE QUAIL. · 
. The tjall of the Quail sounds from all the country-side 
in the early autumn time. It is a call of mournful music, . 
holding hihts of· happy summer days, of nestlings in the 
quiet and ~ecluded places of field and thicket, of cautious 
weeks of tandering with the fledgling brood and guarding 
them from; ever present danger. And now when the summer 
time is pah, when the grains are being garnered and . 
the harve~ts gathered into barns, the little bro·wn birds forget 
their shyI\~ss for a time, and become familiar with the 
_ ways and pomes of men. It is the. soft interlude between 
the delights of safety and the fearsomeness of danger.' 
. The September Call of this friendly bird has something 
of sweet y~earning in its pleading. What it ·means to the 
little visitor we cannot know; but to us it seems something 
of a prayei· to men that when the cold of winter comes 
and the fobd of the covies fail, they be not slaughtered by 
the dog arld gun. For at no other season of the year does 
the Quail ko seem to court the society of mankind. · On the 
farms, thd oi-chards, and the gardens resound. at the morning 
and evenirlg time with this peculiar cry, and in the 
towns and,villages e-yery vacant lot and clump .of shrubbery 
·v.oices the same peculiar music. Then for the only time of 
the year does Mr. Bob White appear to forget his ancient 
shyness, abd neglectful of his old-time· fear approaches the 
very feet qf his ruthless enemies with a melancholy pe_tition 
·for their mercy~ . · · 
And this September Call is something far and away 
different from what we hear at other times of the year. In 
early spri1g the broken remnants of the winter covies surviving 
the dog a-qd the gun begin to make arrangements for the ~ 
summer's 1)1ouse-keeping, and the vernal air throbs and beats 
with mati~g music. And then the demure little bird is 
won, and from the fence-post during the still days of th~ 
ea,rly summer time, our music-maker sends forth another 
Call. His ·:little wife doesn't do much in the singing line, for 
with her rtest of eggs and her voluminous brood she has . ·, 
enough to: occupy her time and talents, and she- wanders · 
far afield and hides in the deepest thickets lest she be called 
upon to receive unwelcome company. But if we should 
happen in}where sh€ is staying, we learn in about a second 
how busy she is and how solicitous for her helpless ·brood; 
and amid cries of anguish and fluttering wings and a confusing 
flash of all things animate, the mother and the brood 
have vanished all at once into the mysteries of vacancy and 















































The Enid Events,. Enid, Okla. 
' THE PRACTICAL ORAL REA.DING TEST. 
D~vised ~Y E. D. Price. 
For Grade 8. · 
Instructions to be Given by Announcement to Pupils of .the Class: 
·. · , "We are going to become better' acquainted with each of you by finding how rapid-
. ly and accurately you can read orally. Each. of you will come into the office and read 
to us for one minute.• -: Three .of you will ·stand· just· outside the door of the off ice, and 
when . we- call, one will "enter. When you come into the office, each wiU give his 
name and age. - We will then show you where· to read and you may begin at once . 
. When each.:has finished reading he will come straight back to this .room and .the teach-
er will send anothe1· to take his place outside _the office door. . . . . '· - . 
''None of you need fear to come to the. office for we are good ·friends and will· take . 
good care of you." (The examiners now go to the office and the teacher selects the 
first group of three' and. sends them at once to their waiting place.) 
· . · . Directionsfor Giving the Test, and Scoring._ . · .· : .. 
.. : Two persons are required in giving the tests-one to make the announcement in the 
class. rooms, and afterwards to direct each chil.d how to. proceed when he is handed the 
material to be read~ ·He also keeps the time. with the watch. The second person re-
cords· the name of each pupil, follows the words of the· reading by means of a copy, 
scoring the number of mistakes, and the number of . words read when the. command to 
stop is given. ·~He should ~ark each mistake as it is made-on a piece of scratch pa-
. per. After the child has read, transfer the number of mistakes to . the score sheet. 
The mistakes are marked on scratch paper like this: m - p -1.- t;. m standing for mis-
called words; p, for words put in; l, for words left out; arid t, for transposed words. It 
·must be rememberedthat if a mistake ~s made and the child goes back and corrects it, 
the mark against him for that mistake shall be erased. · · · · · 
·,,For daily class room use, where· the teacher desires.to .. show .. the· progress.of the 
pupil by months or for any period of time, . it may be more convenient to simplify the 
manner of scoring; Mistakes may be marked without noting the type of error. Types 
6f error need be. noted only. occasionally. The ·score would be the same with either 
method. . . , 
A very satisfactory way of keeping time with 'an ordinary. watch is as follows: 
The instant the reader begins, place a dot with a fountain pen directly over· the point 
of· the second hand. When the point again comes under. the dot, the time. is up.' Erase 
the dot· before another. reader begins. . . . . . 
· · All the children of a grade should read the same· literature for the test 
· There are t~o tests for each· grade-:-nnmber one to be given early in the school 
year, and number two, near the close. The pupils should never be. drilled on the tests, 
·nor permitted to see them until they read for the. test. •· · · ·. 
' Mistakes to be counted are: (1) Words:miscalled. (2) Words put in. (3) .Words 
left out. ( 4) Transposed words. · · 
''-(a). Repetition of words is not considered a mistake as that counts against the 
reader in loss of time. · · · 
(b). Expression is not considered. · · · · 
( c). ·: f'- mistake 'corrected py .the child is not counted against him.· 
1 
· / . Sample Score Sheet for Class 
Score Sheet~Practical Reading ·Test. 
CITY ____________ STATE--,---"""'"----- SCHOOL _____ :__: _____ . DATE_..., ____ ;.. _____ -:---:--
GRADE EXAMINED-----------------. TEACHER------------------------:----
Mis- Words Words I Trans-. No. No. 
Age Pupil's Name r called I put I left I posed words I mis-· words in ·out I words read takes Score 
12 \ Ruth Brown 1 · 9 0 I 0 0 169 9 l 15200 11 -Blanch Byrd -· 1 0 I o· 0 159 1 15642. I . I ;, 
